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1. 
PROLOGUE 
This project examines collaboration as a means for the 
profess i ona I deve I opmen t and renewa I of teachers. I wi I I 
consider both my experience with collaboration and the 
experience of the staff at a Southern Alberta elementary 
school as we attempted to create a long-term professional 
development plan through collaboration. 
In his 1989 article, "The Faculty in I'1idcareer: 
Imp 1 i ca t ions for Schoo I Improvemen t ,II Robert Evans presen t s 
this information regarding the need for revitalization in 
the present teaching force. 
"Looming behind every aspect of the debate 
about schools is a profound demographic 
change among teachers: almost en masse they 
have become a veteran. middl e-aged, immobil e 
group. The teach i ng force is now composed 
mainly of people in middle to late career who 
have been teaching in their current school 
for most of their professional I ives. Their 
average age is approach I ng 50. Seven t y- five 
percent have been teach I ng for at I east 10 
years; 50 percent, for 15 years or more. 
Fifty percent have taught in only one or two 
schools (Felstritzer 1986) .... Dlsenchantment 
is rampant among them: it is increasingly 
rare to meet teachers who radiate enthusiasm 
or pr I nc i pa 1 s who pra I se the I r competence. 
Teachers complain about low levels of salary, 
support, and recognition; about deteriorating 
conditions in the school as a workplace; and 
about growing demands made on them, both 
instructional and noninstructlonal .... The 
need for staff revitalization is 
I nescapab Ie. II 
My career certainly fits into many of these categories. 
1 was in my tenth year of teaching. I had only taught in 
two schools. The deteriorating conditions in the school as 
2. 
a workp] ace and the grow i ng demands p] aced upon me had 
created a si tuation where I was desperate] y in need of 
revitalization. At that time my strongest feelings towards 
my job were dissatisfaction and boredom. I realized that I 
had reached a crossroads of my career where I felt that I 
was left with two options; I could continue as always at 
school and try to find satisfaction and stimulating 
experiences in my out-of-school life, or I could concentrate 
on my career. I decided to concentrate on my career. Since 
I was very interested in Language Arts, I decided that I 
would pursue a change of direction by training for a 
Resource Room position. 
Diploma Program with 
len r 0 I led ina Stu de n tIn i t i ate d 
the University of Lethbridge. 
Entering the Diploma Program was revitalizing because I was 
able to work with a small support-group of concerned, 
dedicated teachers. 
At this point I had not collaborated with any teachers 
beyond the development of one unit plan. The decision to 
concentrate on my career by taking university courses was a 
deiibe['ate action, but another door, leading to 
co! i abor a t ion, was open i ng wi thou t my consc i ous know I edge. 
~.t the time I was teaching from a Basal Reader and, as I 
said. I was finding it rather boring. Sheila, my Grade Four 
counterpart, was using a literature-based approach to 
teaching Language Arts and Social Studies in an integrated 
3 . 
setting. I really admired her teaching style but I didn/t 
feel that I had the training to teach ali terature-based 
program. 
Program. 
I was hoping to gain this training in the Diploma 
In September of 1989. Medicine Hat School District #76 
offered a Writing Process course to the district teachers. 
Sheila and I both decided to take the course. This was not 
a deliberate decision to work together. but that is what 
happened. J>.s we worked through the var i ous components of 
the course. we shared our experiences and findings. For our 
final project we decided to create a Native American unit 
together. This proved to be so enjoyable and so successful 
tha t upon comp 1 et i on of the course we con t i nued to work 
toge ther. We work co I 1 abora t i ve 1 y on many aspects of our 
programs. This year Sheila is teaching a Grade 4/5 split so 
we don/t always have the same curriculum needs. however we 
have continued to work together. 
I find it extremely difficult to put the benefits of 
co 1 i aDora ti ve teach i ng into words. Al t hough I cannot say 
that I always feel secure with the literature-based methods 
that I am now employing, even in the beginning I felt that 
Shei la was there to support my efforts through generating 
ideas together, I istening to my concerns. offering advice 
and shar i ng exper i ences. The lone 1 i ness of the classroom 
has been removed. I have a co 1 I eague who shares the same 
interests and types of problems. We have developed a 
relationship which goes beyond complaining about problems to 
4. 
developing solutions to problems. Through col laboration and 
university classes I have revitalized my career. I now find 
my teaching to be an exciting challenge. Sheila and I have 
gone on to create more units, we have presented a Writing 
Process workshop to the upper elementary teachers of the 
district and we have worked with Sarah, our librarian, to 
sponsor a month-long Environmental Fair. 
Looking back, it is very interesting to read Robert 
Evan/s article and see the categories that he has developed 
on his "Continuum of Midcareer Types." 
Figure 1: CONTINUUM OF MIDCAREER TYPES 
KEY MEMBER - CONTRIBUTOR - STABLE AND STAGNANT - DEADWOOD 
Adapted From: Schein 1978 and Krupp 1988 
5. 
Evans gives the fol low!ng defInitions: 
KEY MEMBER: people who seem endlessly engaged and 
self-lenewlng, who sustain both theil 
enthusiasm and theIr performance at 
except i onc,} : eve 1 s. 
CONTRIBUTOP: s01!d participants. no longer on the 
cutting edge. who do reliable WOlK and 
who are often good mentors to ne~comers. 
STAS:E AND STAGNANT: those whose growth has slowec 
markedly, who are lalgely going through 
the motions, and 
DEAm.JOOD: those whose growth has stopped altogether 
and who have effectively letileC on the 
6 credit my un!versity classes with stopping me flom 
s: 1;:;::ln9 1:-:to the STAGNANT i\ND STi'>,B::"E categolY and I fee: 
tha.t ::11' coIl aboca.tion wi th Shei 1 a has Incceased my job 
s~:;sfaction and helped to cleate an enthusi3sm fOl my :ob. 
;J'..Jt :his en::huslasm must :,e nour:shed ea~h day. 
.t:.t: . 0 ...... er:-ec me 3. know; ecge base 
the other ~lastecs students. but 
o.sse and a suppor:-t system whIch functions withi:-: my working 
eli ". I ronmer. t . Tr.rough collaborot :01. r:-i1' level of enthusiasm 
:5 constantly regenelated. The tl";O forms of pcofessiona; 
development complement each othel in a velY positive man;-:er 
a.nd .,. 1 teel that, together. they h2.ve helped to solve t:le 
6. 
mid-life crisis that was affecting my career. The fu t ure , 
for me, hoI ds the possibi I i ty of a transfer to another 
school whi Ie Shei la is seriously considering a move to 
Edmonton. Whatever happens, I wi I ensure that 
co 1 1 abora t ion rema ins sign if i can t part of my career and I 
wil I attempt to assist other teachers to become revitalized 
thcough the process of col laboration. 
While this story so far relates to my individual 
j oucney, an opportunity to introduce the process of 
collaboration to my col leagues occurred in June of 1990. I 
-3.reanged foe Dc. Richaed Butt and Dr. David Townsend to 
peesent a proposal to the school staff. The proposal 
peesented by Dr. Butt and Dr. Townsend addressed the 
peoblems of mid-caeeer teachers and the need for 
revital ization by focusing on teacher collaboration in the 
deve 1 opmen t of along-term profess i ona 1 deve 1 opmen t p I an. 
The staff voted oveewhelmingly to participate in the 
project. 
The project began by using autobiography as a vehicle 
foe approaching the problems of mid-career and long-teem 
~ • 1 peo .... esslona, development. A two day workshop, entitled 
"Finding and Understanding Your Teaching Roots" was held 
,~,ugust 23/24, 1990. and six teachers from the staff 
attended. Through examining the events and phases of their 
:::areers, the i r \..Jork i ng rea lit 'i, the i r pedagogy, and the i r 
past and futuee, the group arrived at these areas of concern 
com~on to al I group members: 
7. 
1. socialization skills - developing the ability of 
students to effectively work in both small and 
large group situations, 
2. the need for increased student motivation. 
3. the need for student ownership for the 
responsibil ity of learning, 
4. the need for improved student behavior, and 
5. the need for collaboration among teachers, 
especially in the area of planning. 
The group decided that the best way to address these issues 
wou I d be under the umbre I I a of coopera t i ve I earn i ng. A 
long-term professional development plan was now drawn up. 
The project consisted of the fol lowing components: 
Description: Research and Implement the Planning, 
Teaching and Learning Elements of 
Co-operative Learning 
Expected Outcomes: 
1 
J. • increased student motivation, 
student ownership and acceptance 
of responsibil lty for learning, 
3. improved classroom behavior, and 
4. assistance with teacher-planning. 
Through the project the group addressed the problems 
associated with teachers in mid-career by revitalizing their 
teaching through collaboration. 
8. 
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT THROUGH LONG TERM PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS 
Teachers of ten express the fee ling that there is no 
continuity in professional development. that there is simply 
a smorgasbord of workshops. (Flanders, 1980) As a result of 
participating in a class on autobiography, I am committed to 
the ideal of teachers taking control of their careers 
through the implementation of long-term professional 
aevelopment projects. However. effective staff development 
depends on several factors. First, there should be 
reacher-ownership of professional development. There should 
be participant control over the "what" and "how" of the 
learning. Adult learners are motivated to risk learning new 
Dehaviors when they believe they have control over the 
learning situation and are free from the threat of failure. 
(Tindi II & Copl in, 1989) Autobiography can assist teachers 
in di scover i ng what aspects of educa t i on are importan t to 
their style of learning and teaching. Also. there must be 
some form of collaboration. A well documented bel ief of 
successful staff development is that the change process 
takes a long time. CTindill & Coplin, 1989) Teachers need 
to opportunity to discuss the successes, failures, specific 
problems. etc. with a colleague. They also need the support 
and encouragement of that co I 1 eague when they get 
discouraged. Change takes time and there must be an 
opportunity for ongoing discussion of problems and concerns. 
,", third factor to consider is that direct and concrete 
10 
experiences where the learner applies what is being learned 
are essential to successful staff development. (Fonzi, 1982) 
Teachers working in collaboration can function within their 
working real i ties where they can gain direct and concrete 
expeciences and then analyze the resu Its of these 
experiences. 
In this literature review I will consider the topic of 
how to implement a long term professional development 
project. I wi II cesearch autobiography as a vehicle for 
In~tiating the project and I wi II research teacher 
collaboration as a means of facilitating the project. I 
wi1 I then consider several models of long term professional 
deve I opmen t plans and i den t i fy common factors with i n the 
p.ans in an attempt to consider which factors are required 
successfully initiate a long term professional 
development proJect. For the purpose of th i s paper, i ong 
pC'ofessional development project wi II be defined as, 
"a:i ext ended, planned program of I earn i ng oppor tun it i es 
afforded staff members of school districts for the purposes 
of improv i ng classroom per for-mance and teacher knOT",,] edge. I. 
cHopfengardner & Leahy, 1988) 
AUTOB I OGR~,PHY 
I would I ike to begin my I iterature review by 
cons i der i ng the teacher and his or her story. Michael 
Novak, in "Ascent of the t'1ountain, Flight of the Dove," 
defines story as a narrative that links sequences; a 
stcucture for time which links actions over time. Novak 
11. 
sees a life/s story as being composed of a series of 
standpoints; standpoints consisting of the subjective 
context in which a theory is held. A story is never 
stagnant. there is an intentional ity, a dr i ve from 
standpoint to standpoint. Accordi ng to Novak. two rhythms 
exist; dlfferentiation. when we arrive at a new standpoint 
and break into a new darkness, a time of di scomfort, and 
integration. when we push beyond the darkness and begin to 
explore our new standpoint. a time of challenge. 
Considering this information. the challenge to a long-term 
p:-ofessional development project is the fact that different 
people wi II always be in different rhythms and the 
professional development projects that are developed must be 
able to meet the needs of all these rhythms. 
Novak sites two methods through which our standpoints 
change, the ascent of the mountain, when a new standpoint is 
ceached through shrewdness. discernment. patience and 
determination. and the flight of the dove. when a new 
standpo i n tis reached through grace, g if t. serendi pit y or 
obscure instincts. Here the challenge to professional 
development projects is the provision of experiences which 
would al low group members to change standpoints through both 
methods. 
I th 1 nk the greatest cha I I enge that M i chae I Novak 
presen ts to profess i ona I deve 1 opmen t groups is the idea of 
'cri~ical story" which asks the following questions. "Have I 
discovered, and am I inventing, the story most appropriate 
12. 
to my poss i b i lit i es? Am I being true to myself?" (Novak 
1978) According to Novak there are inner-directed people 
who are stubborn and self-directing, and outer-directed 
peop 1 e who let the i r story be shaped by the aud i ence . In 
or-der to have true teacher part i c i pa ti on and con t ro 1 of a 
long-term project, teachers must become inner-directed 
people who can discover the story most appropriate to their 
personalities. 
The question that arises is, II How can teachers become 
inner-directed?" There are the realities of the classroom 
to face. Tony Flanders, in his article, "Teacher Realities, 
Needs, and Professi ona 1 Development" (Butt, Olson 
Da. i gnau 1 t , 
teaching: 
1 983) , pre sen t s the f 0 1 1 ow i n g rea 1 i ti e s 0 f 
1. relentless time pressure - the conflict between 
chi ldren's varying natural rates of learning and 
the relentless administrative schedule creates 
creates a "treadmi 11 to obl ivion" (Fred Allen) 
that is further aggravated by the many extra 
hours that teachers must put in some days to 
prepare for the next days lessons, 
2. cel lular isolation - teachers spend most of their 
day in a form of solitary confinement, 
3. an information and administrative bl itz -
teachers receive a deluge of printed material, 
13. 
4. a network of unrealistic expectations - teachers 
seem to feel that society at large has unreal istic 
expectations of what teachers can accompl ish in 
teaching, educating, training, social izing, 
emotional ly supporting and caring for children, 
5. the demanding mental effort of teaching - the 
intense, continual effort of deal ing with large 
groups of demanding chi Idren can burn a teacher 
out, 
6. extra duties and responsibi 1 ities - coaching 
teams, supervising events, dealing with the 
emotional problems of students - al 1 of these 
duties and responsibi 1 ities add to the teacher/s 
daily workload, 
7. no preparation time - preparation for daily 
classroom assignments and special events must 
be done and done we1 1 - yet no time is provided 
for this preparation. 
8. a general environment of negatIvism - teachers 
reported that they felt a strong sense of general 
disapproval towards them as teachers, 
9. social factors - classrooms are increasingly 
populated by children from divergent social and 
cultural backgrounds, 
14. 
10. the classroom teacher is at the bottom of the 
, 1 
education status system - teachers reported that 
they feel they do not have the professional 
ablJ !ty to make decisions for themse!ves. ane 
fear for their Jobs - many teachers expressed 
concern over joe-security. 
How can teachers be expected to deal with the realities of 
the i r everyday 'vJor~(. i r.9 lives and st 11] f 1 no the time anc 
e ~ecgy to become i nner-di rected ~ro: ess i ana 1 sin vol 'led in 
ic~g (erm pro~esslcna: development plans? Inner-directed 
:eache~s are able to both discover and invent the story most 
appropriate to the:r possibilIties. They are true ~o 
~hemselves. 3ut in order to be true to themselves they must 
tirst know themselves. Flanders suggests that teachers need 
::0 WO~l<. out. over a ~O;lg per-iod of study and r-eflection. a 
coneren~ view of themselves as teachers. They need a 
c!~rlty of purpose. Once they have this clarity of purpose, 
teechers neea to ma.ke a per-sonal decision to proceed with 
te.3.cning as they fee1 it shoulc be. 
,il.utobiography C3.n assist tea.chef's i~ C0r:11ng to k.now 
3l;tt 3.:-:d ?a:,-'mond I;; the ar-tic:e. "Studying ':'he 
ctnc Development of Knm·;; ecge 
c:~)~ la.bocative Al.Jtobiog:-aph~rl! (3:.Jt:: ?!.f( Raymofid. 1987). st,s.te 
,:;;o'",;;eage that results L~o;TI person.:,} expe::-lences, and :Ororr, 
o:...r retlecLo;-: on them, is "personal Knor..lledge--the f::-ult of 
slg;i;fic:;.n: lear!'"ling th::-cugh exper:ence." Teacher-s, 2.5 
ad:jlt lea('ne('s and c;ass('oom p('actitlone('s, gain persoi>3.1 
15. 
knowledge throughout 1 ife. Experiences prior to teaching 
have also shaped teachers. Teachers bring beliefs, values, 
dispositions, feelings, guiding images and principles to 
their classrooms. In order to assist teachers to understand 
themselves and their classroom practices, Butt and Raymond 
suggest an approach to col laborative autobiography which 
involves a group of experienced teachers working together 
through four phases of activity and writing. These phases 
include a depiction of the context of current working 
reality, a description of current pedagogy and 
curriculum-in-use, reflections on past personal and 
professional thoughts and actions, and a projection into 
preferred futures through a critical appraisal of the 
previous three phases. (Butt, Raymond, 1987) Through this 
study and reflection of their past and present, teachers can 
achieve a clarity of purpose that wil 1 help them to become 
inner-directed personalities. 
16. 
COLLABORATION 
Teachers generally agree that the best possible 
"professional development ll i s one-on-one I,..l i t h an 
exper i enced, sympa theti c co I league "to he I p you with your 
style, in your classroom, with your kids." (Flanders, 1980) 
Also, sharing experiences with other teachers is regarded as 
an excel lent and val id experience. Teachers need to 
discover that other teachers have the same di f f i cu It i es, 
feelings and concerns. Teacher collaboration can meet both 
of these needs. 
Ingrid Chrisco, in her article entitled, "Peer 
Assistance Works". suggests that collaboration benefits 
teachers in three ways. Ms. Chrisco employs the 
preconference, the observation, and the post conference model 
of peer assistance. The first benefit that she states is 
that collaboration initiates and encourages dialogue between 
professionals about teaching and education. Teachers become 
helping professionals to each other, Just as they are 
helping professionals to their students. The second benefit 
that she mentions is that when a teacher talks about a 
:esson in the preconference the teacher is effectively 
rehearsing the lesson. This procedure clarifies the lesson. 
The more teachers exami ne what they are teach i ng and why 
they are teaching 'f-1 " , the better they wi]] perform. 
(Chrisco, 1989) The third benefit of collaboration is 
awaTeness. Teachers / profess i ona I i nst i ncts are usua I I y 
accurate, yet many teachers teach without being consciously 
17. 
aware of the st ra teg i es and techn i ques 
assessment of the lesson is usual ly 
they emp 1 oy . 
in the form 
Any 
of a 
monologue. When teachers assess a lesson together they no 
longer feel alone and often they arrive at a better 
understanding of the strategies and techniques employed in 
the lesson. Co 1 1 aborat i on can he I p re I i eve some of the 
stresses of teachers' working realities and al low the 
teachers to better understand their teaching needs and 
styles. 
Examples of Long Term Professional Development Proiects 
A Collegia1 Support Program For Experienced Teachers 
Jerrold D. Hopfengardner and Peggy E. Leahy described a 
program developed to offer professional development 
opportunities to experienced teachers in the state of Ohio. 
The program was initiated by a district's board of education 
3.:1d super i n t enden t. They made arrangemen ts for un i vers it Y 
CGnSl; 1 tan ts to deve 1 op a co I leg i a 1 suppor t program. The 
program was designed to be self-perpetuating: teachers 
::rained in the initial year would help train additional 
participants in subsequent years. 
mode 1 inc I uded: 
- voluntary participation, 
The co1 legial support 
- a focus on formative, not summative, evaluation, 
- a program conducted by the university consultants and 
teachers themselves - principals and district 
administrators were not involved, 
18 . 
- program content jointly selected by the university 
consultants and teachers from the research on 
effective teaching, 
- opportunities for teachers to systematically 
analyze their instructional behaviors and to 
receive collegial support, and 
- provision of a safe environment in which new teaching 
behaviors could be tested. 
There were two phases of training. The first was a 
3-day August workshop which included the fol lowing topics: 
- discussion of the collegial support network, 
- research on effective teaching and effective 
schools, 
- the purposes and procedures for cl inical supervision, 
- activities which enable teachers to identify their 
own personal and professional characteristics, 
- activities which help teachers become aware of 
student needs, and 
- activities which focus on teacher/student inter-
actions during instruction. 
The second phase of the workshop consisted of monthly 2-hour 
seminar sessions throughout the school year. The following 
topics were presented by the university consultants at this 
time: 
- analysis of time-on-task, 
- use of wait time in questioning techniques, 
- effects of non-verbal behavior, 
19. 
- instructional modification for organizational skil Is, 
- questioning skills, 
- learning styles, 
- self-monitoring data collection processes, and 
- involving others in the collegial support network. 
Formative program evaluation by teacher facilitators 
indicated evidence of positive changes in instruction, 
enhanced co I leg i a I support and a commi tmen t to serve as 
resource peop Ie f or the i r peers dur i ng the next year. It 
would seem that the program was perceived to be a success by 
the teacher facilitators. 
components of the program: 
I was most interested in these 
1. teacher input into the focus of the professional 
development activities, 
2. collegial support, 
3. university support, and 
4. school district support. 
I felt that the teacher input appeared to be restricted 
by the fact that the choice of topics for the training 
sessions was made by the university consultants. One of 
the conc I us ions made in the study was that there was too 
much con ten tin the August workshop. When the con ten tis 
cut back teachers should be given a choice of which topics 
they wish to learn about. Teacher owner sh i p of a proj ect 
is, to me, a crucial factor for success. 
20. . 
It seemed to me that ample opportunities for collegial 
support were supplied. 
time was emp I oyed to 
Substitute time and paraprofessional 
further a 11 ow for co I 1 eg i a 1 support 
time. 
The university support, in the form of the original 
deve 1 opment of the p I an, the groundwork necessary to 
introduce the plan and the workshops was very evident. 
School district support was also very evident, 
especially in the conception of the program. 
I think that teacher input, collegial support, 
university support and school district support are necessary 
to the successfu I imp I ementat i on of along-term 
professional development plan. 
The Caldwell and Marshal I "School Improvement" 1'.oproach 
The "Schoo I Improvemen t" approach is a gener i c type of 
approach. It attempts to meet both individUal and 
institl)tional needs to .3. high degree. 
fol lowing components: 
It contains the 
- school staff participates in the identification 
of institutional goals, and 
- individuals then identify their own needs within 
the context of the institutional goals. 
The " Schoo I Improvemen t" approach requ ires 
collaborative leadership between the school and central 
services. It also requires a variety of data collection to 
determine needs. It does result in staff development 
act i v it i es wh i ch are di verse and comprehens i ve. The staff 
21. 
development activities include formal and informal 
activities, long-term and short-term activities, voluntary 
small interest group activities and whole group activities. 
Caldwel I and Marshal I advocate compensation of school-based 
people for participation in the program. They also advocate 
the emp 1 oymen t of a fu 1 I-t ime program co-ordi nat or at the 
school level. 
I was impressed by the foIl owi ng components of the 
program: 
1. a high level of teacher input into the focus of 
professional development activities, 
2. col legial support, and 
3. school district support. 
It seemed to me that the staff. through the 
identification of the school needs and their personal needs, 
"Jere basically in full control of their professional 
development. I felt that this aspect of the program al lowed 
teachers to function as professionals. The opportunities 
for collegial support would be based upon the types of 
professional development activities attempted. I shou I d 
think that the opportunities for collegial support would be 
~ i mIt less. School district support would be highly visible 
in the stipend or release time recommended by Caldwell and 
Marshall, and also in the presence of the full-time program 
co-ordinator. 
two reasons: 
I was very impressed \,J i th th i s approach for 
I liked the high degree of teacher-ownership 
and the flexibility of the program. 
22. 
The RPTIM Model 
The RPTIM model consists of the fol lowing categolies: 
Readiness 
Planning 
Tlaining 
Implementation 
Maintenance. 
The goa I of th i s mode lis to meet the needs of the 
organization and the individual. 
method used to accomplish this goal: 
This is the specific 
Readiness: Bload, genelal goals of inselvice ale set. 
A four to five-year plan is made. Teachers are 
involved in decision-making and solution 
generating. This phase is intended to develop 
open communication, tlUSt and a bload base of 
SUPPOlt. 
Planning: Goals are now refined into objectives; 
sequential specific activities and actions are 
decided upon: major wOlkshops ale planned and 
a long-lange plan is piotted. 
Training: All in-selvice sessions include 
olientation oppoltunities for choice, 
expeliential learning, small group activities, 
situational leadership SUPPOlt, and a 
commitment to implementation and evaluation. 
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Implementation: This stage requires a supportive 
environment for making the transition from 
in-service activities to daily use. Peer 
feedback, clinical supervision and 
opportunities to share may al I be 
implemented. During this time teachers 
share written plans with the principal. 
This al lows the principal to monitor and 
support each individual. 
Maintenance: Continued use of the new strategy is 
supported and monitored through teacher 
self-observation, peer observation and 
continuous review. 
The fol lowing components were of interest to me: 
1 
.L • teacher input into the focus of the 
professional development activities, 
2. collegial support, and 
3. administrative support. 
I felt that there was a high degree of teacher input. 
There were many opportunities for collegial support. 
General Jy. I felt that the plan was restrictive. I 
particularly found the idea of preparing written plans to be 
handed in to the principal so that he could help monitor 
each individual's progress to be restrictive. 
l',dm in i st ra t i ve support is necessary, bu t I/m not sure tha t 
this would always be perceived as support. 
24. 
Joyce and Showers Model 
The Joyce and Showers model consists of four primary 
components: 
Theory: This consists of a presentation of the 
theoretical basis or rationale for the teaching 
strategy. 
Demonstration: The teaching strategy is demonstrated, 
several times, by teachers relatively expert 
in the area. 
Practice and Feedback: In relatively protected 
conditions, participants practice the strategy. 
Coaching: This is a critical component for ensuring 
effectiveness. Coaching helps to incorporate 
the new strategy into the teachers l 
repertoires. Coaching entails companionship, 
technical feedback, mastery of the strategy and 
adaptation of the strategy to the needs of 
students. 
The phrase 1/ execu t i ve con tro 1" is introduced in the 
Joyce and Showers model. Executive control is the ultimate 
goal of any inservice activity. It entails understanding 
the rationale and purpose of the strategy and knowing how to 
adapt the strategy to different students, apply it to 
various subject matter, modify and create appropriate 
accompanying materials, and blend it with other approaches 
to make a smooth, powerful whole. (LaRose, 1988) 
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I felt that this model had two major strengths: 
1. collegial support, and 
2. a real istic approach to the learning of a new 
teaching strategy. 
There is a vehicle for collegial support in the use of 
coaching. Companionship is an important aspect of coaching. 
There are opportunities for mutual reflection, informal 
thinking through of mutual problems, sharing frustrations 
and successes, providing ideas and helping to figure out 
optimal uses. The focus of professional development is very 
narrow as the model concentrates on one thing, developing 
teaching strategies. The model does, however, provide an 
excel lent base for learning new strategies. I like the idea 
that there are step-by-step instructions to follow. I think 
this is very important to a teacher who is just beginning to 
take control of their professional development. 
26. 
CONCLUSION 
It appears that there are common components to 
professional development plans. The four components that I 
identified as crucial to the success of a long term 
professional development project are: 
1. teacher ownership of the project, 
2. teacher collaboration during the 
project, 
3. university support for the project, and 
4. demonstrated school district support of the 
project. 
The first component is the need for teacher ownership. 
Three of the four models of professional development listed 
above include teacher ownership of the project in some 
fashion. Hopfengardner and Leahy mention teacher input into 
the focus of the profess i ona I deve I opmen tact i v it i es. 
Cald'vleJ i and Marshall implement a component in which the 
school staff participates in the identi f ication of 
institutional g0.3.1s and their individual goals 'Within the 
institutional goals. The RPTIM model incorporates two 
sections which deal with teacher ownership; Readiness which 
deals with broad, genera! goals and Planning which refines 
the goals into specific objectives. I fee I that teacher 
o'Wnership is the most important component for a successful 
professional development activity, 
27. 
The second component is the need for collegial support. 
Companionship to help overcome the loneliness of the 
classroom is becoming a priority for teachers, especially 
considering 
teaching. 
the increasing pressures associated wi th 
Also, significant improvement in educational 
practice takes considerable time. (Tindall, Copl in, 1989) 
Teachers need to have a support system opera t i ng with i n 
the i r work i ng rea 1 it y to susta in them over th i s extended 
period of time. Collaboration is just such a system. 
University support, if it can be arranged, is also very 
helpful. The university can supply not only the emotional 
and technical support to teachers in the field, but the 
university can playa major role by initiating the project 
and assuming an initial leadership role. Practicing 
teachers are too busy surviving in their everyday work world 
to find the time and energy to develop a long term 
professional development project. The university's 
assistance in this role would be extremely beneficial. 
The final common component if school district support. 
Teachers need to feel that their professional development is 
important to the school district and districts which are 
wil ling to invest time and money in the professional 
development of their teachers are repaid tenfold. 
I will conclude the literature reviev.' with a factor 
which I consider to be of paramount importance to long term 
professional development. i\n important point in any staff 
development program is that organizational changes must be 
28. 
accompanied by role changes. The primary contention is that 
in-service is a process, not an event; a process of role 
changes which involve new wil I, new knowledge, new 
behaviors, and new attitudes. (Verma, 1984) Time must play 
a role in any process. Teachers need time to adapt to the 
new roles that they are attempting. Time becomes the 
significant factor. As teachers plan for professional 
development they should be planning for one to two year 
blocks of time. Long term professional development should 
mean long term commitment to the project which is developed. 
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THE SCHOOL PROJECT 
I n June of 1990, the members of the schoo I / s staf f 
committed themselves to a long-term professional development 
plan. The plan was sponsored by the University of 
Lethbridge and Medicine Hat School District #76. There were 
several components to the plan: 
1. a two-day August workshop focusing on teacher 
stories and professional development agendas, 
2. teacher input into the focus of the professional 
development activities in the form of a 
school-based project, 
3. collegial support provided through a variety 
of meetings (weekly meetings were suggested) 
4. University support provided through monthly 
meeting with university personnel, and 
5. school district support provided through 
substitute time for monthly meetings, 
program development and classroom visitation. 
The components of this plan. according to the recent 
literature, indicated a favorable chance for the development 
of successful, long-term professional development projects. 
I n my literature rev i ew, the four componen ts of successfu 1 
professional development projects that I identified were: 
1. teacher ownership of the project, 
2. teacher collaboration during the 
project, 
31. 
3. university support for the project, and 
4. demonstrated school district support of the 
project. 
In the project, teacher ownership of the project was 
faci litated through a two-day workshop focusing on 
autobiography. Teachers discussed what they identified as 
important factors in teaching and developed their projects 
around these factors. Teacher col laboration was implemented 
through the formation of each group. As the teachers 
participated in the various activities of the workshop, a 
foundation of trust was developed. The group became a form 
of support group where teachers felt secure discussing the 
problems and experiments they dea 1 t with in their 
classrooms. University support for the project was supplied 
by Dr. Richard Butt and Dr. David Townsend. These gentlemen 
in i ti a ted the proj ect and supported the teachers through 
their first year by meeting with the teachers on a regular 
basis to discuss any concerns and to support the teachers in 
their endeavors. Final ly. School District #76 demonstrated 
support for the project by supplying money for substitute 
teachers and sponsoring social events to celebrate the 
success of the various groups. 
A Detailed Description of The Project 
The project was initiated by an Assistant 
Superintendent of 11edicine Hat School District #76. He 
ri' t " t d 1 t each school outlining a long term ~lS rlOU e a proposa 0 
professional development project. The principal of our 
32. 
school brought this proposal to the attention of the staff. 
As I had just completed Dr. Butt/s course on autobiography 
and found it to be very he 1 pfu 1 to me as a pract i c i ng 
teacher. I recommended to the staff that we invite Dr. Butt 
and 
Dr. Townsend to make a presentation on the proposal to the 
staff. The proposal that was made by Dr. Butt and 
Dr. Townsend included that fol lowing aspects: 
1. a workshop would be held on August 23-24. 
1990. 
2. the workshop would focus on teacher 
autobiography. 
3. teachers participating in the workshop 
would work with other teachers from 
their school to develop a long term 
professional development project that 
encompassed factors which that group 
of teachers had identified as important, 
4. Dr. Butt and Dr. Townsend would meet with 
the groups periodically to discuss concerns 
and support the groups in any way possible, and 
5. Medicine Hat School District #76 would supply 
funds to al low teachers to meet with Dr. Butt 
and Dr. Townsend during school time. 
The staff at voted overwhelmingly to participate in this 
project. 
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The two-day workshop was held on August 23-24, 1990 at 
the Medicine Hat College. Dr. Butt had distributed an 
"Autobiographical Booklet" in June which each teacher was 
asked to comp I ete and br i ng to the workshop. The book 1 et 
ass i sted each teacher in the deve I opmen t of a persona I and 
peof ess i ona 1 deve I opmen t time 1 i ne wh i ch encompassed these 
areas: 
1. Events: 
2. Phases: 
3. Con text: 
date, a description of events, persons, 
etc. which influenced you 
a period of time, name description, 
characteristics of phase, causes 
of changes, influence on you and 
your teaching 
This 1s the working real ity you 
experience. 
4. Pedagogy: This is how you think and act 
in your current working contexts. 
5. Past: How did you get to think and act 
6. Future: 
this way? 
If that's the way you think and act 
in your working contexts, and that's 
how you got to be that way -- so what? 
Can you critically assess what you think 
and project how you wish yourself to be 
as a professional? 
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Six teachers f rom our schoo 1 attended the workshop. 
Dur i ng the two-day workshop the teachers focused on the 
Dook I et by dl scuss i ng the above aspects of the i r teach i ng 
1 i ves. Through these discussions they began to focus on 
what aspects of their teaching were important to each 
teacher and which of these aspects of teaching were 
identified as important by the group. Within our group, 
two common areas of concern emerged from these discussions. 
The first area dealt with student behavior. Three aspects 
were considered: 
1. there is a need for increased student 
motivation. 
2. there is a need for increased student ownership 
and acceptance of responsibll ity for learning, and 
3. there is a need for improved classroom behavior. 
The second area dea 1 t with the t eachers' work i ng rea 1 it y • 
= twas fe 1 t that thece was a need for increased teacher 
co] laboration, especially in the area of unit planning. The 
group came to the dec i s ion that they wou I d address these 
concerns through a professional development project focusing 
on cooperative learning. It was felt that cooperative 
learning addressed the concerns about student behavior 
through the development of socialization skills and 
att i tudes towards responsibi 1 i ty. The teachers agreed to 
th d l't "as felt that work on unit planning toge er an w 
coi laboration was incorporated into the group simply through 
the existence of the group. 
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The first year of the group was very busy. On 
?ugust 30, 1990, .:I. sma I 1 workshop ou tIl n i ng some of the 
aspects of cooperative learning was presented to several of 
the group members. At that time we were joined by seve~-al 
staff members who were unable to attend the August workshop. 
The group was now stabi 1 ized and it consisted of ni~e 
teachers. The greatest number of pa~ticipants come from the 
pr~mary grades. G:adys and Che~yl from Grade One, Karen and 
3~~:ie from Grade Two, Bett.y and Donna from Grade Three, 
myself, Kathy. from Gr:tde Four. SaL-ah from the llbrar:/ and 
JO:";9. the vice-principal. There were six original membe~s 
who attended a wor<shop and three members Joined the group 
in September- .. 
Our second meeting was held on September 24. 1990. At 
:h is lTIeet i ng Sa.ca.h presented 3. brief out:ine of 
c08pecative learning workshop tha. t she had at tended. 
ACditional staff me~bers attended this meeting. but they did 
not ~hoose to Join the group. The next meeting was held on 
Cc:ober- :991. At th:s meeting it was decided tha.t 
mi nu t es shou: d be kept :Ear each meet i ng. I wa.s des i gna ted 
3. S ~ he tea c h e [ r e sp 0 n sib: e f (: r k e e pin 9 the m 1 nut e s 0 f the 
[""leetings. Belov,' are the ml:-;utes of the meet~ngs. These 
. ~ '0· - rl~tai lIed overview of how the group ~!nu,es proVl e ct _G_ • --
tunc~ioned throughout its first year. 
36. 
MINUTES FOR THE MEETING OF THE COOPERATIVE TEACHING PROJECT 
DATE: Tuesday, October 2, 1990 
PRESENT: 
Richard Butt 
Gladys 
Cheryl 
Ju lie 
Doug 
ITEMS DISCUSSED: 
A. Purpose of the Project 
Donna 
Betty 
Sarah 
Kathy 
Karen 
After a short discussion to clarify the purpose of our 
cooperative project the fol lowing items were agreed 
upon. 
a. The project will facilitate the development of 
staff skills in the development of short-term and 
long-term professional development. 
b. The project wil I increase students group skil Is, 
problem-solving ski I Is and achievement. 
c. The 
teaching 
project will facilitate 
style necessitated by 
the change in 
1 iterature-based 
instruction. 
d. The project wi! 1 improve classroom behavior. 
e. The project will assist with the efficiency of 
teacher planning. 
B. Goals of the Project 
a. Student motivation will be increased. Students wi II 
di sp! ay increased ownersh i p for the respons i b i ! it y of 
learning. 
b. Teacher and student efficiency 
time, planning time and use of 
increased. 
in terms of classroom 
facilities will be 
c. Students wi II display improved social ski lIs and 
classroom behavior will improve. 
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C. Image of the Future 
a. Group work and coopera t i ve I earn i ng wi I I become a 
stable strategy. Students wil I recognize and respond to 
the expectations of the teacher. Cooperative 1 earn i ng 
wil I be worked into the teacher/s unit plans. 
b . Th ere w i I I 
Each individual 
their classroom. 
be a balanced presentation of formats. 
teacher will decide what is balanced in 
An example might be: 
Whole Group Discussion 10% 
Teacher Talk 25% 
Cooperative Learning 25% 
Learning Centers 25% 
Individual Work 15%. 
D. Image of The Cooperative Learning Project 
The concern was ra i sed that the Coopera t i ve Learn i ng 
Project was being viewed as "el itist." After discussion 
:t was decided that a staff meeting would be held after 
school to dispel this view and the invite any staff 
members to join the project. 
38. 
MINUTES FOR THE COOPERATIVE TEACHING PROJECT 
DATE: Thursday, October 18, 1990 
PRESENT: 
Gladys 
Cheryl 
Ju 1 i e 
Sarah 
Karen 
ITEMS DISCUSSED: 
A. Proposed Format 
Donna 
Betty 
Kathy 
Doug 
a. The proposed format was accepted by the group. 
Teachers wi 1 1 choose the sk ill s 1 i st areas that interest 
them and form sma 1 1 groups based on mutual interests. The 
small groups will hold short. frequent meetings to discuss, 
analyze and refine strategies. There will be one large 
group meeting held on the last Monday of each month. At each 
large group meeting one or two small groups will report on 
their successes and failures. 
b. A log book containing any cooperative teaching 
actlv~tes developed and the minutes of the meetings will be 
placed in the staff room. Kathy wil 1 be in charge of typing 
the entries and minutes of meetings for the log book. Any 
memoer wishing to submit an activity for the book will 
contact Kathy. 
B. Ski lIs List 
a. Since the sk ill s list and the necessary readi ngs 
were distributed to the group the previous week the members 
had already formed their groups. The individual choices are 
listed on the enclosure. 
C. Group Evaluation Form 
a. Sheila. a teacher who is not a group member, shared 
the enclosed group evaluation sheet that she had developed 
for use in her classroom. A copy was distributed to each 
member. 
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MINUTES FOR THE COOPERATIVE TEACHING PROJECT 
DATE: Monday, November 29. 1990 
PRESENT: 
Gladys 
Cheryl 
Ju 1 i e 
Sarah 
Karen 
ITEMS DISCUSSED: 
Donna 
Betty 
Kathy 
Doug 
A. Sharing of Cooperative Learning Ideas 
a. The log book has been placed in the staff room. 
Ka thy has submi t ted an en tryon how to prepare your class 
for Classroom Meetings. Karen submitted an entry dealing 
with story structure. 
b. Chery 1 and Sarah shared an acti v i t y wh i ch dea It 
with report writing in a Grade One situation. The activity 
could be easi ly adapted to higher grade levels. 
B. Topic of Discussion for the December Meeting 
a. Dr. Butt and Dr. Townsend wil 1 be joining our group 
for a December 2, 1990 breakfast meeting. The meeting was 
opened for suggestions as to what topics might be discussed 
a t t his tIme. 
b. A general discussion of unit planning ensued. It 
was suggested that the grade levels work together to share 
a~c field test units. The topic will be dicussed at further 
length as the December meeting. 
c. The topic of the school Science Fair was raised. 
At 7.he previous ~taff meeting it was decided that instead of 
a traditional Science Fair the school would focus on a 
school-wide Science Fair. It was suggested that this 
project might lend itself to the development of cooperative 
learning units. 
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MINUTES FOR THE COOPERATIVE TEACHING PROJECT 
DATE: Tuesday, December 4, 1990 
PRESENT: 
Dr. Richard Butt 
Donna 
Betty 
Kathy 
Karen 
Gareth <Assistant 
ITEMS DISCUSSED: 
A. Environmental Fair 
Dr. David Townsend 
Cheryl 
Gladys 
Ju lie 
Doug 
Superintendent) 
a. The group discussed the upcoming Environment Fair 
and the possiblity of developing unit plans for the fair 
which centered around cooperative learning activities. It 
was decided that each grade would work towards the 
development of a just such a unit. 
b. The group brainstormed for suitable topics and 
created the enclosed list of possible topics. 
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MINUTES FOR THE COOPERATIVE TEACHING PROJECT 
DATE: January 14, 1991 
PRESENT: 
Donna 
Kathy 
Gladys 
Ju lie 
Sarah 
ITEMS DISCUSSED: 
A. Environmental Fair 
Betty 
Karen 
Cheryl 
Doug 
a. Teachers were asked to decide upon their topic for 
the Environmental Fair for the January 28, 1991 meeting. It 
was found that the teachers had already decided upon their 
topic areas. These choices are listed below: 
Grade One 
Grade Two 
Grade Three 
Grade Four 
Grade Five 
Grade Six 
Environmentally Friendly Home-Made 
Products 
Renewable and Non-Renewable 
Resources - SEEDS Kit 
Energy Conservation - GLUT Kit 
Endangered Animals 
Undecided 
Our Fragile World - Project Cards 
(each child wil I develop a smal I 
project) 
Each teacher was asked to be prepared to request the 
amount of space they wil I require for their presentations on 
January 28. Th i s shou I d give the commi t tee time to prepare 
the format of the Fair. 
It was decided that the expectations for the Fair would 
not be the development of a unit, but rather the development 
of an activity or a set of activities. Cooperative learning 
wi] j be incorporated into these activities. 
It was noted that a variety of suggestions for 
presentations was listed on the "Environmental Theme" sheet 
brainstormed at the last meeting. 
Three questions were developed which will be taken to 
the staff: 
1. When wi I I we schedule the Fair? 
2. What format wi I I we fol low? (Wil I a lunch hour 
and afternoon format be feasible?) 
3. Do we want to run competitions as part of the 
Fair? 
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MINUTES OF THE COOPERATIVE TEACHING PROJECT 
DATE: January 28. 1991 
PRESENT: 
Donna 
Kathy 
Gladys 
Ju 1 i e 
Sarah 
ITEMS DISCUSSED: 
A. Environmental Fair 
Betty 
Karen 
Cheryl 
Doug 
a. The meeting was called to share the various 
projects being developed for the Environmental Fair. The 
meeting on Friday with Richard Butt was to be used as a 
planning session. It was found that Donna and Betty had 
already planned their projects so they would not require a 
planning session. It was felt that it would be best to 
cancel this meeting and use the 7:00am Friday meeting as a 
sharing meeting since two members did not require a planning 
meeting. 
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MINUTES OF THE COOPERATIVE TEACHING PROJECT 
DATE: February 1, 1991 
PRESENT: 
Donna 
Kathy 
Gladys 
Julie 
Sarah 
Betty 
Karen 
Cheryl 
Doug 
Dr. Richard Butt 
Dr. David Townsend 
ITEMS DISCUSSED: 
A. Environmental Fair - Proposed Projects 
a. Grade Three - Energy 
- this unit wi 1 1 be taught as part of the Science 
curriculum 
- five activities wi 1 1 be planned, students wil 1 
rotate through the various activities 
- displays generated wil 1 include an interesting 
facts bulletin board and survey results 
- space al location - computer room 
b. Grade Two - Renewable/Non-Renewable Resources 
- this unit wi 11 be taught as part of the Science 
curriculum 
- Linda Davies and Dan Stoker have been contacted 
regarding the SEEDS program 
- space al location - displays wil I be set up in 
the home rooms 
c. Grade One - Environmentally Friendly Home-Made 
Products 
- this unit wi 11 be taught as part of Social 
Studies - Famil ies - Pioneers 
- space al location - library 
d. Grade Six - Our Fragile World 
- this unit wi 11 be taught as an integrated 
Science and Language Arts unit 
Our Fragile World newspaper and activity 
cards wil I be implemented 
Doug and Grade wi I I videotape commercials 
an environmental musical will be presented 
sometime in the spring 
the theme song from the musical wil I be used 
to promote the Environmental Fair 
- space al location - hal lway and classroom 
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e. Grade Four - Endangered Animals 
- Project Wild wi I I be used as a resource 
- Karen offered the use of some books 
on endangered animals 
- Fish & Wildlife Department wil I be contacted 
- space al location - gym 
3. DISCUSSION ON THE FUTURE OF THE PROJECT 
a. Sarah felt that the group had experienced a growth 
in terms of feeling comfortable with the members. She felt 
that the group gave us a structure. 
b. Dr. Townsend asked the quest ion. \I How can the 
district support the group?" 
c. Kathy saw the large group dividing into smaller 
groups next year. She saw this as a more functional format. 
d. Doug felt that the group should continue in the 
1 arge group format work i ng with the area of coopera t i ve 
learning. 
e. Sarah felt that the question of discipline problems 
shou I d be addressed by the group next year. She fe I t that 
cooperative planning would increase the consistency of 
disciplinary actions. 
f. Dr. Townsend suggested that the group cou I d tap 
i r; t 0 the f abu I ous wea I th of knovl edge of other teachers by 
model I ing teaching. Some group members mentioned the 
difficulty of teachers teaching in front of other teachers. 
45. 
MINUTES OF THE COOPERATIVE TEACHING PROJECT 
DATE: Monday, February 25, 1991 
This scheduled meeting was cancel led as the majority of 
the group members felt that they would like to pilot their 
cooperative learning ideas before they presented them to the 
group. The Environmental Fair Parent Night will be held on 
'iuesday, March 26. 1991. The group will meet after the 
Easter Ho1 idays to share their cooperative learning ideas. 
46. 
MINUTES FOR THE COOPERATIVE TEACHING PROJECT 
DATE: Tuesday, Apri I 9, 1991 
PRESENT: 
Dr. Richard 
Gladys 
Cheryl 
Ju lie 
Karen 
But t 
Dr. David Townsend 
Donna 
Betty 
Sarah 
Kathy 
Doug 
Garth (Assistant Superintendent) 
I TEI'1S DISCUSSED: 
A. Sharing of Cooperative Learning Ideas 
Teachers shared the cooperative learning strategies 
that were developed for the environmental fair. 
a. Doug and Sarah - Environmental commercials 
were videotaped utilizing various settings 
in the Medicine Hat area. 
b. Betty and Donna - Puppet plays focusing on 
energy conservation were generated. 
c. Jul ie - Energy conservation was a topic handled 
in group discussions. The groups used the roles 
of encourager, timer, and recorder. 
d. Kathy - A book focusing on endangered animals 
was generated. 
B. The Future of the Group 
a. Doug expresses the opinion that the group 
should continue to focus on cooperative learning. 
b. Kathy expressed the opinion that the large group 
should be broken into smaller, interest-based 
groups. 
c. There was general consensus that there should 
be a "general invitation" to join the group 
extended at the beginning of September. 
d. Dr. Townsend and Dr. Butt addressed the 
issues of continuity, clarity and cohesion. 
c. Date of the Next Meeting 
a. It was decided that the next meeting wil I be held 
on the last Monday of September, 1991. 
4 7 • 
Initiating A Critical Assessment of The Project 
Discussion regarding the future of the group did occur, 
but no consensus was reached. Upon reviewing the first year 
of the Webster Niblock Project. several questions are 
raised. 
1. What function did the autobiographical 
workshop play in the project? 
2. What events helped or hindered the 
project? 
3. Was more work accomplished in a large 
group setting or a small group setting? 
4. How could the project be improved next 
year? 
In an attempt to gather date to answer these questions, 
through the use of a journal I wil I trace the beginning and 
the developmental phases of the Webster Niblock group. 
The project seemed to divide naturally into four phases, the 
Beginning Phase, the Conf1 ict Phase, the Depressed Phase and 
the Regenera t i on Phase. The format of each phase wi I I 
include a description of an event or meeting, a journal 
en try recorded at that ti me and an ana I ys is of the j ourna I 
entry describing how I felt when I wrote the journal and 
what I think now. Hopefully by speculating on the causes of 
positive phases and negative phases and by trying to make 
sense of the events that occur throughout the development of 
the proj ec t I wi 1 I be ab I e to answer some of the above 
questions. 
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THE BEGINNING PHASE 
The roots of the project actual ly began when I attended 
the Master's course, Teachers' Life Histories. I was 
impressed by the way that the class deve loped a work i ng 
rapport and a sense of trust and support. Our staff at 
schoo I was go i ng through a per i od of con f I i ct and I cou I d 
not help wishing that we could work through this same 
process together. In May the opportun i ty arose when Dr. 
Richard Butt and Dr. David Townsend offered to work with 
teachers on a co I 1 abora ti ve proj ect through the 1990-1991 
school year. I spoke with our principa1, Grant, and 
obtained permission for David and Richard to speak to the 
staff about the project. After a presentation was made at 
the staff meeting the staff, with the exception of one 
:eacher, decided that they would like to participate in the 
;:JroJect. David and Richard would be presenting a two-day 
workshop in August and then mon i tor i ng and support i ng the 
geoups through the school year. The teachers' 
time-co~mitment was quite extensive. Teachers were asked to 
complete a booklet entitled, "Finding and Understanding Your 
Teaching Roots" (Appendix :) and being this booklet to the 
workshop. At the workshop the focus of the project would 
be dec i ded upon. Teachers would then take this focus back 
: 0 the i r schoo I s where they wou 1 d dec i de how they wou I d 
achieve their goals. Teachers wou 1 d work towards these 
goa: s wit hi n +-' , "nele classrooms, with i n sma 1 1 groups of 
teachers and wi:hin large group meetings. 
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The Workshop 
The workshop was scheduled for August 23-24, 1990. The 
staff heavily supported the project so initially I was very 
disappointed when only six teachers out of a staff of 
fourteen attended the workshop. One teacher had indicated 
to me in June that the timing was very bad for him but that 
he would attend if he could, but other than that I was under 
rhe impression that al I teachers would be there. The really 
disappointing fact was that we did not have an administrator 
in our group. Our vice-principal, Doug, was writing his 
tvlaster/s exams and our principal, Grant, was at a 
convention. As I have previously mentioned, we were 
expe~ienc!ng alot of conflict and dissatisfaction with staff 
relationships at this time and it would have been extremely 
beneficial for an administrator to have been involved in the 
discussions. 
emphasized the 
When 
fact 
lecturing 
that it 
at 
was 
the workshop Dav i d 
usefu I to have an 
administrator involved in the project because administrative 
support cou 1 d be cruc j a 1 to the success or faj I ure of the 
p['oject. The group di scussed th i s prob I em and dec i ded to 
aSk. Doug to j 0 in our group, even though he was unab let 0 
attend the workshop. 
EVENT - WORKSHOP MEETING (August 23-24. 1990) 
The workshop began with a genera lin t roduct i on to the 
'""o~kshop. The following excerpt from Dr. Butt/s "Finding 
and Understanding Your Teaching Roots" best illustrates the 
objectives of the workshop. 
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"Who you are as a person is an integral part 
are as a teacher. We need to know who 
persons and teachers in order to take charge 
professional development - to know what we 
next. 
of who you 
we are as 
of our own 
want to do 
Doing tnls individually Is important. Of equal 
importance. however. is to share (as much as we can) 
who we are as teachers and how we came to be that way 
with our colleagues. In this way we evolve a better 
:.;nderstandi ng of "where we are coml ng from". ;;s we 11, 
Y,'e car:. i aen t I fy common concerns, prob 1 ems. and 
information vital to building team morale. We can a:so 
ldentify and priorize particular staff development 
projects that we might wish to focus on. This provides 
a way of taking charge of our own professional 
development that Is related to the real lty of our 
working l!ves. By creatIng our own agenda for 
professional development we can gain more control over 
our own professional lives. 
In this particular exercise, we want you to work 
through these materials (the booklet mentioned earlier) 
prior to our workshop so that you may share your life 
history with your col leagues in your functional groups. 
We are asking you to do this so that each group: 
a. bui lds up a cl imate of trust and a good working 
r-e ! a ti onsh i p through underst andi ng ea.ch other- as 
persons and teachers. 
b. understanos the nature of each teacher/s classroom 
working context, issues and concerns. 
c. u nde:-s: ands each teacher'~ s teach i ng st. y 1 e and how 
!t got to be that way through personal ~na professiona! 
i lie history. 
d. :.;naerstands the pe:-sonal. professional agenaa of 
each teacher and can negotiate a common gr-o:.;p agenaa. 
e. ca~ identity a particular staff development project 
the.:: is of common interest. 
-:'he following : ife history exercise is divided into 
fIve parts: 
1 
.i. • A Life H!story Time 
Ouest ions about the 
Teachl:1g 
Line. 
na'.:ure of your wor-king rea:lty? 
4. Questions about how you got to be that way? 
(personal and professional roots of your 
teaching s:yle) 
5. A professional development agenda for the future." 
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EVENT - DISCUSSION ON WORKING REALITY (August 23, 1990) 
Attention was now focused on the working reality of the 
teachers. The following directions were given to the staff 
groups: 
1. divide into working pairs, 
2. take five to ten minutes to discuss your working 
Leal ities, what is great and what is awful, 
3. try to come to a consensus about common strengths 
(positive issues) and common problems (negative issues), 
4. try to generate ideas which wi II improve your 
working reality by addressing the issues. 
JOURNAL ENTRY 
The staff decided that they would prefer to work as a 
group of six rather than dividing into pairs. The following 
issues and ideas were generated: 
WORKING REALITY 
POSITIVE ISSUES 
1 . shar i ng - there is a high degree of staf f 
interaction, teachers are comfortable taking risks and 
talking with other staff members 
2. working with chi Idren 
3. the school/s resources are excel lent 
4. the paren t sat the schoo I are genera I 1 y very 
supportive 
NEGATIVE ISSUES 
1. the staff needs to be more broad-minded, we need to 
value other teachers more and support them in their 
individual styles of teaching 
2. students wi th behavior problems take up a large 
portion of the teacher/s time 
3. pressure due to the quantity of work is increasing 
4. teachers need some form of support 
IDEAS 
1 . the staf f needs to be more broad mi nded - we fe It 
that with this issue the staff as a group needed to realize 
that we are not supporting al I of our teachers - we need to 
discuss this issue with the whole staff in an honest and 
open way 
2. the i ncreas i ng quan tit y of work expected from 
::eachers we considered the sharing of tasks so that 
teachers are not dupl icating tasks - we felt that this would 
De especially appropriate at the grade leve!s where teachers 
could work together in the development of units, sharing the 
work. loaa 
3. students with behavior problems take up a large 
portion of the teacher/s time - we were not able to generate 
any ideas which we felt were satisfactory solutions to this 
~ ssue - we di d agree that teachers shou 1 d try to react to 
these problems in a consistent manner 
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ANALYSIS OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
I was amazed at the uniformity of the perception of our 
work i ng rea lit i es. The pos it i ve and nega t i ve issues were 
genecated in a very short time frame with almost total 
agreement within the group. Considering the dissension 
which marks our staff meetings it was amazing that a group 
of six teachers were able to agree upon eight issues so 
quickly. This uniformity of perceptions quickly began the 
bui lding of the cl imate of trust and good working 
relationships which the workshop strived to achieve. The 
discussion on ideas which could address these issues did not 
result in any earth-shattering solutions but it did give the 
group cohesi veness due to the fact that it made everybody 
real ize that we are a1 I facing common problems. 
I think that there were two important aspects to this 
discussion on working real ities. The first outcome was that 
a common platform of issues was arrived at and this created 
a sense of belonging and commitment to the group. The 
second outcome was that, by listening to each other talk, we 
began to understand how each person perceived their working 
rea lit y and to understand how they func t i oned with i n tha t 
reality. 
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EVENT - DISCUSSION OF PEDAGOGY (August 23, 1990) 
Again. the group worked as a whole instead of dividing 
into pairs. The topic was Pedagogy - This is How You Think 
and Act In Your Current Working Contexts. The areas of 
discussion were Units, Teaching, Classroom Management, Your 
Curriculum and The Core of Your Teaching. 
JOURNAL ENTRY 
We began by discussing "Special Moments" in teaching. 
A short discussion of disl ikes followed. We seemed to get 
stuck here so I moved the discussion to the topic, "The Core 
of Your Teaching", and we concentrated on management styles. 
We then considered each teacher/s favorite teaching style. 
It was interesting to note that each teacher preferred group 
work in some form. We went back to classroom management for 
a short per 1 oc and then we concentrated on each teacher/ s 
individual curriculum considering what they feel are the 
most important lessons in teaching. Several teachers chose 
COACHING as an image which describes their teaching. 
ANALYSIS OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
This is the first record of myself accepting leadership 
of the group. As the proj ect deve loped I took on more and 
more : eadersh i p ro 1 es with I n the group. I have a I ways fe 1 t 
that it was very important that the group utilize a lateral 
leadership style with each group member taking on some 
1 eadersh i p ro j es bu t as the proj ec t deve loped some 
individuals outside of the project group perceived me to be 
the leader of the group. Within the original group we did 
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not have this pcoblem. I feel that I was seen as a 
facilitator. It was felt that since I had taken the 
Teachers' Lifestyles course I was familiar with the 
obJ ect i ves of the workshop and I was used as a resource 
person by the group. This first leadership role that I took 
on consisted of keeping the group on topic so that we were 
able to cover the areas designated. Possibly if we had an 
administrator in the group this role might have naturally 
fallen to the administrator. The leadership question is a 
corrunon theme wh i ch ran throughou t the deve 1 opmen t of the 
pcoject. 
Th i s was one of the most i ntecest i ng parts of the 
workshop for me. I found the teachers stories about theic 
management and teaching styles very informative. I r-eally 
fe~t that T .L ga i ned a ver-y va I uab 1 e under-standi ng of my 
co 1 ] eagues. In our- Working Realities we had discussed the 
need to be more br-oad-minded and suppor-tive of other-
c:e,j,checs and I really feel that the under-standing that I 
gained has enabled me to be mor-e broad-minded and accepting. 
T 
J. e sp e cia 1 I y not ice this acceptance in my dealings with 
Donna and Cher-y I . When Donna was teach i ng ECS and Chery I 
was teaching Grade One they would br-ing their Cabbage Patch 
dol Is into the staffroom to show each other new outfits that 
they had made for the dolls. Then they would talk to the 
dolls. It drove me crazy! After hearing them discuss the!r 
management styles and how they relate to the children I am 
able to accept that this is Just one strategy which enables 
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them to relate to their students. I was also impressed w:th 
how much they care for their students and how hard they work 
to provide new and exciting experiences for their classes. 
Now that I know them on a different level I find that I am 
much more accepting of their behaviors and much less 
Judgmental. 
EVEN:-DISCUSSION ON THE PAST (August 24, 1990) 
Aga in we worked as a 1,::-.rge group. By now we had 
dlscovered some very comfortable chairs by the student 
lounge and we were also very comfortable within our group. 
The area.s that we I.¥ere to discuss in this section were 
D ' 
J. eop! e, Background, Periods and Key Events of the past. 
JOURNAL ENTRY 
This time moved very slowly for our group. There was 
initially a hlgh degree of story-telling but we foun~ that 
~e were lost as to how to connect these stories to teaching. 
We should have paid more attentjo~ to the notes like we did 
in the :ast exercise. We quit an hour ear:y and had coffee. 
fel:: +-' - +-,,!ld. '. 
that Just the soc:ali:~ng was I,.'orthwhile. 
one teacher '-las not enj oy i ng the process. 
seemed::o fee; tha:: it frias ta.·<.ing too long. 
ANALYSIS OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
but I 
She 
By th i 5 time I had become concerned that I wou I d be 
aesignated the leader of the proJ,=:,ct and so I c::el~be[ately 
stepped back to al low the other members to take up the role. 
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Donna was quite active in the discussion but she did r:o~ 
qldte take on the leadership role to the point of lead~ng 
the group through the necessary phases of the discussion. T 
:e: t that it was due to 1 acl<:. 0: 1 eadersh ip that the 
discussion floundered. Perhaps instead 0: leavi!1g 
leadership role open I should have aSKed for a volunteer who 
would be wl:1ing to lead the discussion or Just brought up 
the topic of leadership so that the group could discuss how 
we were going to handle leadership roles. 
Another theme which ran throughout the development of 
0 ,,-.... ~ project was the dissension caused by one member of the 
group. This person was already d!splaylng signs of 
:Jissatisfaction wi th the proceedings the project, 
ho~ever. she took no :eadership responsibilities to try and 
steer the group !n the direction that she thought would be 
~VENT - D:SCUSSION ON CUR PROJE:T (August 24, 1990) 
Each group was asked to develop a long-term 
p:'o-:essio:-;al deve! op;r;en t which they VI ish 
w:th over :he next year. ThIs is the project that ou~ group 
::!ecide~ upon: 
Description: Research and Implement the ?lanning. 
Teaching and Learn~ng E]ements of Co-opera:lve 
Learning 
Expected Outcomes: 
:. increased student motivation 
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2. student ownership and acceptance of 
responsibi Jity for lea~n:ng 
3. improved classroom behavior 
4. assist with efficiency of teacher pla~ning 
JCU2NA: ENTF:{ 
_ was very pleased with the project we chose. I fe 1 t 
tns.: i~ was impor::,3.n<:: that the project be concre~e so :h·:;.~ 
·,·.re could see lrr,lTIediate resu:ts. The proj ect a 1 so needeo 
po~en:~a; for grm·7th and in that area. I feel that: 'we coule 
~se this project as a stepping-stone to address behavioral 
problems. I/m a little concerned that the project might be 
~oo ;:;:-oad but only +-' ~ lme wi I; tell,. \';e have set ~he 
fol 10w!ng time-l ine to get us started: 
A~gust 30, :990 - 10:30 am - workshop on Cooperative 
- . ~e3.~-nlng 
Sep:e~cer. 1998 (second wee~) - Sarah wi] 1 cal I ~he 
mee:::ng ane present some ~aterial she has 
Sep::e~ce~ - a: I teache~s w:i I try to 00 so~e basic 
l~troauct:ory work o~ role ass:gnme~ts 
r'i:;' :--,r ~D~\" L ;-
~-".... V ·JV.l.· ... :.. • .I. ....... 
S!nce we had a:! emphas!:ed group wo[~ :n our 
d!scussicn of teaching sty:es Cooperat!ve Learn!ng seemed to 
;) e -3. C orr.:r: 0 n platfoc:-:-. t,,7e we~e also hoping gain SO:7!e 
3ss~st~nce w!::h stra:egies that con:ro: behaviora: p~oblems. 
~he ~eadership role in the deve 1 opmen t of 
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time-line. 
meeting times. AlSO, we had all agceea that we shoulO have 
fi~st schedu:ed meeting. I then asked Sarah 1 f she wou 1 d 
cal I the nex: meet!ng. She had some informatIon she clsheC 
to share so the group agreed upon this as the topic of the 
next meeting. 
meet ing time. It was felt that we ~vou]d meet in sma,l 
groups of two to three teachers as the need arose ana then 
meet as a large group when Richard came for his visit. This 
ioose ar~angement dId not work because teachers found that 
'..-1 i thou t an arranged \-leek 1 y meet i ng they di a not have 4-' .. ne 
support they requirec to ~eep the project al !ve. 
I tel: :hat this was a very pcslt:ve phase. 
w~s relaxed and ab]e to enjoy the opportunities presented ~y 
:he \-lori-:.shop. :n ~he te,s.cr-.ing p:-c:fess~c~:: :t ~S very Se!CClT~ 
th3.t teache:-s actu,:;; ':1' ge':: a char:ce to talk about thei~-
h l' .(. ~e l l e ~ s, :::e5ch~ng styles - ,-. .-~ '=t J 1 "-~ the!r manageme~t styles. 
This made the experience even more worthwhile. I fe 1 t th·j.t 
T 
,j. iearned so~e va:~a~:e infcr~at!c~ abou: my 
: hope that they felt the same way 3aou t t-' ... ne \.Jocr<.shop. The 
group began their pro,'ect '",'ith a sense of enthusiasm and 
camar-aeerie. A::ogether, W3.S ver-,:, pleasant, 
informative session. It must be noted, however, that w!th 
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one group member the seeds of one of the conf 1 i cts wh i ch 
characterized the next phase of the development were already 
evident. 
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THE CONFLICT PHASE 
I initially felt that the Conflict Phase was caused 8y 
the laCk. of an administ('ator within oue gr-oup. The 1 acl<. of 
an administ::-atoe wasn't an inteena] prob:em, but rather it 
an external peoblern. David pointed OUT: t h.:,. t 
actm in i stea toes need to be kep t abeeast of even ts when they 
have a large group of teachers funct:oning independently and 
that it ',.,1ould be to each groups advantage to include an 
3.dIninlstrator. It :s far better to h,3.ve the adrn:n:strators 
understand .snd suppoct your pco,: ect than wondec wha:: is 
The confl:ct was caused by the fact tha:: r;o 
aaministr,s.tors wece able to attend the t,·lorkshop. In the Jur:e 
mee::::ig ::he expecta.tion Wr1S clear]y stated that teachers 
must attend ::he workshop to be part of the gcoup. We were 
though he had Deen u~abie to attend the workshop. If Do:-,g 
co~la Join, why couldn't other staf~ members join? Some of 
the group rnemcers fe~t that they had given two days of their 
t!ce to develop a worKing relationship and it was unfair to 
al ]ow other :eachers, who had not taken pact in the 
oeveicprnent of the working re~ationship. ::0 ~oin the group. 
The confi let was upon us. 
EVENT - COO?ERATrVE ~~ARNING WORKSHCP (August 30. 1990) 
M 8rief woekshop was he:a on :hursday, August 30. Carl, 
a teacher from another- schoo!. presentee some mater~al froc 
.j co;: f erence ::hat he at ~ endec~ :,.., ." Spok.:t.ne. 
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Chery1 and Karen attended the workshop. DOti 9, 
vice-prIncIpal, also attended. 
JOURNAL ENTRY 
I thought Carl gave an excel lent presentation. Ee gave 
us some very practical advise on how to prepare our classes 
cooperatIve learnlng. Most of his ideas were based upon 
~he teachIngs of Slavin. I have already planned to use some 
of the activities he discussed the first week of scnoo:. 
I was p: eased with the teacher at tendanc:e ct t the 
meeting . I think that the group should be flexible. 
.31 iow;ng for shat-ing and commitment to grov; natur.s.lly r.3.::her 
t ho.D forc: i ng the 1 ssue . The t ea.che ['s una.tl! e to at tend 
requested handouts. 
The group worked weI I today. Sarah was able to supply 
sc~e ideas which helped Carl. That was a nice touch. 
: 'i,.jonder ... 
'i.;le still have the problem of no aaminlstcato['. 
r'e! .:;.t 1 cnsh i ps little rocky righ~ nc~t .. -) 80 I:r:1 
~C·J",:..l~ foe t:'ie dust to se~tle befo-:-e approachiGg IJoug abo:.)t 
~?~ing Davie and RIchard down for a ~orkshop. 
A~A~?S:S OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
At this poInt I had stl! I not reso]ved the :ssue of ~y 
ro,e in the leade::-sh~p of the group. T had a.c:c:eptec~ the 
:act that I must arrange the workshop necessary to 
incorporate ~oug Into the group, yet as I ::-emember that t- ~ Y-;-",u I. ... i •• -_" 
.,. riO , r~1- ~ea.' i-'nd-t T \,.;,_-:(0:: t'.ne JF!ader of the group. 
.;. .-< 1 a :1.'; ~ ,-. v· ".. - - ~. - Th!C' ,I •. _" 
ambivalence continued throughout the pro~ect. The gcoup has 
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never had a 1 eader, however v.le 01 d even t va 1 1 y ass 1 gn some 
organizational roles. 
EVENT - LARGE GROUP MEETING (September 4. :990) 
This meeting was held on Monday, September 24. It wo.s 
ca 1 1 ed by Sarah. At our last meeting we agreed that Sarah 
would call the next meeting and that she WO~ld be in charge 
of preparing a brief outline of a cooperative learning 
'.Jorkshop that she attended dur i ng t he summer. The meet: i ng 
was an atter--school meeting and Sarah brought veggies and 
dip - nice touch. 
I "m depressed! Severa 1 tea.chers ,~sked it they cou I d 
at~end the Deetlng and the princIpal and vice-principal were 
a;so there. It was a horrible experience! Our cozy little 
grc~p wnlcn interacted so well was not: even in the picture . 
.l. ne other t eache::- s v.Jon' t be a prob 1 em because the mee t l:-:g 
',,}as so bcr Ing that the chances of their. returning a.re ~;1 i:Ti. 
'~ld1T,ln:stra.tion vIi 1! be a huge problem. Da.vici feels t!"":a.t it 
:3 veey irnpo:.-tar:t tha.t a.arni!"'listct3.tion tJe Involveci I:'.nc~ I C:3.f: 
cer~ainly see his point, but i-hc. '. J. 1"_' addition of new staft 
~ ~ te d~~~rnvlna ~hc. fOllncation memDers to o\;r group appears ~o ~ C;~'"_ '--~. ,_ ,p- - , 
of tr~st and cooperation that was built at the workshop. 
appears that the change in group size from a sma:! group of 
six to a large group of nine wi:l hinder the quality of the 
!~teractions among ~he g:oup membe:s. 
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: Wonder ... 
After I istening to Sarah's presentation I wonder how 
often I will use cooperative learning in its purest context. 
I misunderstood the term. What we are working towards io . ~. 
~uch more involveC than I thought. I can see its va:ue, DU~ 
think the pro::::ess wI! 1 be Just as va: ua.bl e .~c:o ~'-' the 
~:talnment of the goa:. 
ANALYSIS O~ JOURNAL ENTRY 
The prob1em cf administr.3.tor-staff rela~ionshlps was a 
;-;:·::~'or reason tha.:: I ir:lti2,tec this pt-oject. I !"las hop i n9 
that sha:c 1 ng our ] i fe stories we would be able 
understand each other better and form a closer workIng 
relationship. Untoctuna.te 1 y, vI i th the a.dID 1 n 1 st:- a. tors 
m!sslng the workshop this was not achIeved. \-1e now ha.ve a. 
c i ose-Kn it group ot teachers who share co~on goa J sand 
and concer:lS on a very superf i cia 1 1 eve 1 • The sp 1 it has 
vide::ed ra,::her than na.rro·,.,7ed. The solution vlolJld l)e to 
~e~ur: ~he v,."orksnop ~ but: September t ime-COrnrYi! tments do no: 
a: !ow for this solution. 
As we!;, one group member was vehemently against the 
addition of new members +- r-. ...... t \ ,.-. '"..-v ~~ .......... She spoke to the 
g::-oup about the uf:fairness 0:: the nelrl memoers getting time 
o~f ::or the October 2 meeting. At this meeting she 
:!terally :lever sald a word, but her bOdy language was very 
expressive. C'h ~..... . th~ t-'!'no''-' me':'+-l'l~q l()c~r-:.lnt...._'" v ,e sa~ ~.ncougn . t:; w, jt:; iiJ ... ·~ i_ 
extremely dlscon~en::ea and bored. 
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EVENT - PREPARAT:ON FOR OCTOBER 2 VISI~ATION (September 
1990) 
The I ast few days have been very hect i c. 
·-;0 
.::... (-~ :-
~on"~J..us!on r~gardln. o· p .. ·he ~huroday ~o- . ~. . . 
...... - - - _.'- .i',,-w ,il·:n~ng rnee",::-iQ "\,·l:th 
Richard. The new teachers who have JoIned the group wish to 
atcenc the meeting. This would mean nlne subs in 
school. We only have fourteen teachers. I phoned David and 
he recommended hav i ng the new peop 1 e a.t t end the meet i ng. 
JOURNAL ENTRY 
>ly Fee 1 i ngs 
! disliked having people ask me what to do. I fe 1 t 
th:s was a group decision and the feedback : got from 
~he group was divIded. The people who did not attend the 
wor-ksnop that they W'olJ.l C get further behinc. 
Soce of those who did at~end the workshop felt that they had 
did not: deserve a half day SUD. Str-ange! I dec i ded to aSk. 
~av!~ fcr advise en how many subs :0 or-der. 
- \olonder ... 
I wonder how the group wi!] gel? There ar-e some very 
s~ro~g persona; :ties Involvec. 
ANALYS~S OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
ThIs was a very difficG:t time for Ge. : felt th.j.~ ~ 
W'as expected to make decisions for the grot;p that 
prepared to make. Many people had strong feel ings about 
h rl peop'e c::ame to me for ;-;e'vJ members J01'.lr.g t ,e gro"-..i;:: an..... _ i ..... i, 
arswers that I was unable to give. You cannot. of course. 
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please everyone. 
should have clearly taken a leadership role, made some 
decisions and acted upon these decisions, rather than tryl~g 
to please evecyone. The cesult of not taking a de::nite 
stand on the ~ssue of new membecs was mass confuslo~. 
Peop Ie di d not know what was happen i ng, m i sunderst andl ngs 
occurred and confi lcts increasec. 
I learned a very valuable lesson from this conflict. 1 
1 ea.:-ned that there are times Itlhen you neetj to con~; I oer the 
options, maKe a decision and act upon that decision. 
Lateral leadership is my favored style of administratio:1. 
it does not work. in every situa.ticrI. ':'he proD 1 em, 
course, is the identific,~,tion the appcopr ; a,:: e 
si::uations in which ::0 apply latera.: lea.dership. 
C:C':OBER (" (J(: t c)t)e r 1. , 
, ()CJr1 " 
.... ..- ." I.-~ , 
I was speaking with Grant this morning and he stated 
reasons. F i [s t I y, :: h e [e Irle r e some S t a f f memDe r s wh 0 f e 1 t 
that the group vIa,s Secondly, he was 
a80ut ::he n~m;:~er of Sl..:bst i t~~te teache:-s !n the school. 
he fe::: De ha~ not been adequately i nfocrried 
cegarding the meeting, 
T d '~ OIJ~I •• :~. e nf t~"e peer coaching project ~ prepare a qu~~~ __ .1 -. - - -
, ~, .;.. -....... '-_~" '-_'.'"".,p"!1 ~-f '=-.' "' •• 'le"-,,":o ~;e!1 t :: C: we chose. retr:evec a~c cup; :C5,~G ". -.. , 
~' t .. ~~-., ~ wouid be sucstitu~e (which e>:p;,s::-;ed t>l<3.:: ;1' __ 
teachers !n rhe scr:oc:~) i~·JhiGh I h,s.d fCj~_~nc~ 1f: iii}' ==;t,~f:r:)or;-_ 
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bOX and went in to see Grant. I showed him the memo. ~'-~ 
h\~ name highlighted, and explaine~ tha-t T though~ ·he me~o 
-, - ~ ....... 1I ".' 
was put in my box by him. I assumed that Central Office haa 
sen t corrt.'TIun i ca. t ion through him. T then stressed that 
pro~iect was open to al! staff member-s ana invited G::-ant to 
~ioin the group. exp 1 a i ned tha. t 'vIe were meet i ng at ::JY 
house as ther-e was no r-oom available In the school. 
F!naJ ly, we discussed the number- of subs in the school. We 
both felt that future meetings would need to be held before 
or after school. I visited each teacher who dld not 
initially j 0 i n the and extended a per-sona 1 
invi:atlon to them to join the group. 
I felt that the issue was settled. We seemed to have 
reached an under-standing. I felt that Grant under-stOOd the 
situQ.tion ar:d tha.~ had addr-essed the ar-eas that were 
cOflc:e!.-f1ir:g hirr:. 
- vlondet- ... 
= wonder- how many staff members wi I i Join the group? 
At the time, this was just another- incident in the very 
hec:lc month of September. When = became aware of Grant's 
T t- . +-' +- .~" ~r '-'''''~3.L.- ~ .. ~-... ',n.ir.",·., ct-n("~ t·r'.·l .~_ .. nr--i CClnce:-:-~s .i ,-OOK. "ne oppor-·~t.Jr~: --I "~) ~!-.n~;' 1-.. _J... "'-' -.. ""-"' 
sett:e the 
In my analysis of this situation one thing has Decome 
very clear to me. Never. at any time. ~id s~ op c .. nci 
• • +- en~ to ~he leadership of t!le consciously conslder my COITl!TI1,m t.'-- .... 
gLOt~P • I was C'. ; 1 1 . ..j .... ... ~ • -::rylng t-"..., , v oper-3.te under a 
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leadership model ·:tnd th is mocte] Ctr)es nClt in '-'. 
situation where a project is Just beginnIng. One member 0: 
the group must take on a leadership role and accept that not 
everyone/s Ideas can be a.ccommoda.tecL T sno~la have made a 
£.' 
.i..!rrr: decision on the question of membership in the group. T 
3.1so should have taken responsibility for communicatioL, 
ensuring that all group members and adrninistration \..las aware 
of the actIvities of the group. I assumed that any 
In~ormation from Central Office would be relayed to me 
thr-ough the pc inc i pa 1 and th i s \.Ja.s not the case. LaCk. of 
:::ommunication caused many of the conflicts \-ihich T ... 
. . 
e>~per 1 encec. 
~VENT - OCTOBER 2 VISI~ATION (October 2, 1990) 
~he group met w!th Richard this morning to d:scuss how 
:he project was proceeding. 
'itie focused on cooperat i'le , . learnIng. Ea.Gh tea.cher 
c!s:::~sse~ what they ha~ been trying in the~r classroom. We 
:::;en dlsc~ssed what format oue proje:::t "lOuid take i:-1 t::e 
future. "P.: the er:c of the meeting Richard brought up the 
q~estion of the ne\..l memoers. Gladys mentioned that SOQe of 
:he staff me~bers had felt unwanted and out-of-p!ace at o~r 
::::'8t meet l;-;g due to the coo 1 cecept i on they had rece i ved 
:rc~ o~e staff member. As a res~l: of some dlscuEs~o~ the 
deciaed to hold a meeting after 
• 1 SC:100; 
,:..po: og! ze t () the for s: ights and extend 
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invitation for the staff to Joh the project if they so 
wished. 
['11' Feel ings ... 
I'm not sure that we needed to have this meeting. 1 
spoKe wi th each person I nd i v I dua 11 l' and they di dr." t seem 
upset. I've spoken wi th Grant and the matter seems to be 
settled . 
• \·lor.der ... 
I wonder if the staff meeting will cause more problems 
~har. it w; I! so]ve. 
ANALYSIS OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
The mee t : ng seemed to regenerate the gr-oup. People 
wer-e exclted and enthusiastic about the pr-oject and what we 
hoped to achieve. We were ab 1 e to discuss the purpose of 
the projec~, the goals of the project and our image of the 
I felt that we were moving in a posItive direction 
r-athet- than going ar-ound in circles woreying about group 
One member of cur group, however, continues to have a 
prco ~ ern. She 
:=:aying a T""]ord. 
thrcughou t the \..Jhol e ... mee .. lng 
She ;oo~ed discontented and bored. 
wi thou t 
A . ~ ~ , +-.;: . ""!""l • ,... U ... t:'!o C! - -+- ~ e r t ~., P d: ~m: S 5 a 1 '.pproxlma\.-eiy :nree l..O .... 1ve .i1111 I.. G·_I d. .... ~. L _. - .. -
be:! Doug an~ouncec the staff meet!ng. Cnfor-tunately Grant 
was unable to at:e~d the meet~ng. 
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.. :C:.JRNP..L ENTRY 
Doug apologized for any hurt feel.L;nq~ ann each tea~ho 
_- - '-" ..... r 
~as given a chance ,0 express their feelings . 
.. ;chn SUtted 
that he um-le 1 comed DY orle gr-oup member- ~hen :;e 
~~,o the meeting and that he dien/t need the hassle. 3eth 
3.;SO mentioned this as a problem. She i nd~ cated tha t she 
'.·':11 be taking maternity leave 1:1 Apei: so she didn't -:ee: 
:::;.3.t she "lanted to corrunit herself to a year-long project. 
Sheila mentioned a concern about such a large group pro~ect 
and wondered if we shouldnlt just go with a school-wide 
pr6Ject. She felt that she might be letting the school down 
by ;:ot participating. I assured her that membership was 
tJO! untary. We closed the meeting ,.,lith the statement that 
the group was not e! ite and that anyone is welcome to join. 
-.;:. , 
.:. ... ee. that we cleared the air. 7he staff seemed more 
Go~fortabJe when they left. 
!t was very un~ort~nate that G~ant was ~nable to attend 
~ t~:nk his presence was important because he 
I,.lould have beer. a::J:e to gauge the staff ceacLons to the 
project for hil7lse;:. Fort~nately Doug was there to 
rep~esent adrni:--. i s7 __ ca.t ~ on. I had misread the situatior: in 
terms of staff d:scontent. I thought the situation was 
se ttl ed bu t I ,.;as sucp::- i sed by the commen t s made oy Joh:-:. 
Beth and Shei lao I felt that Sheila made ar. excel lent point 
,,',~' d"o t-he s:""e 0';:' +-ho group and :ts effect 0:1 ,;:he 
w ...... n regar- s l. '-". ~ ~ ........ I ..... -
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workings of the schoo:. Whe~ the group makes decls!o~s we 
wi 11 need to be very carefu 1 wi th regards to how these 
decisions affect other staff members. 
One member's reaction to the ~ema~~c abo ~ . . . • , .. f, "" U ~ n e r- rna k. 1 n g 
other- staff members feel unwelcome was, I £eit, quIte 
constructive. Apparently Karen and John had a f~an~ 
discussion about his reasons for not attending the workshop 
and they have developed a working re:at~onship. 
At this time I felt that the Conflict Phase was over 
and that the group was establ ished and ready to functIon. 
~~A~?SIS CF THE CCNFLICT PHASE 
I expected that the group would need to pass through a 
Co~f: lct Phase. but I didn't reall=e that the phase would be 
q:~ : t e ~ his d! -: f : cu : ~ . A-::y':. i me a proj ec':. beg ins there are 
gr ovll n 9 General ;y there are s111.3.11 
~isunae~standings and ~ 1 n"""'-I ............. "- contI lets due the of 
est ab] 1 shed r 0:) t ! nes and COIT1Jnun i ca t i o~ . In this cc.se. 
felt that ':.he Cont: lct Phase was much more 
difficult due to the addition of new memcers to the group. 
I strongly feel that the sharing of stories at the workshop 
ls ~he g;ue that halo the project together. 
h.s.s three mem;)ers who ~ave not sha::-ec their stor-ies 
Co~sidering the dissension t~at sarKed 
sta~f relationships before we cega~ the pro~ect. this could 
.. . b - .=:. n,. 'y' +-l.! m,' e dll ~- .; r-,. Q t- h, e ; if e 0 f develop :nto a major pro iem a~ -... -- --
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One member's negative attitude remains a puzzle to me. 
Her primary concern appears to be the fact that teachers who 
did not give up two days in August to ar:-.enc' "he wo".., ,-oho .... 
- • ..,. .. ,.;:.~. t.J 
were allowed to order subs so that they cou:d attenc p~o~ec~ 
meetings during class time. Her nega t i ve at t i tude was a 
source of disruption within the group. 
I 'VIas hop i ng t ha t as t he group passed through the 
Conf1 ict Phase the members would become closer and form a 
un If i ed group. I don I t fee 1 tha t th i s has happened. The 
original group that attended the workshop is quite close and 
very comfortable in fo' • ,,:J.elr' working re:ationship, but the new 
group is d!vided. People are uncomfortable at the meet!ngs 
and some of the teachers do ~ot speak up at all. : don't 
<now how to address this issue. : feel that only time o.nd 
continued success in the project can form the glue necessary 
the g '-I'""'!' ._ L. ' .... II .... "'!:-" • T .L that people 
, , , 
Wi 1 l be 
willing to ta~e the t~me to attend the workshop again. That 
!s very unfortunate. ~ wonder if the staff wou:c be ~il I 1ng 
use some ::,:eir meeting :: lme Richacc to cover 
certain aspects of the wor~shop? 
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THE DEPRESSED PHASE 
I was expect 1 ng that +-ho. , d 
.. " group wou I go through a 
Con fl .. lc+-.. Pha-se. bu~ +-he Depresse'" Dh 
• . - .. "..... ... ase was a surp~ise. 
Although some may see : .. ~ ... as an extension of the Conflict 
Phase, T J. have inc 1 uded the Depressed Phase as a separ ate 
phase because I fee: that it wen t beyond "'lha tis nor-rna 1 for 
a Conflict Phase. 
EVENT - MEETING WITH DOUG (October 4. 1990) 
Although I was hoping that the Conflict Phase was over 
and that the group could get on with their project it 
appears t~at 1 was wrong. Doug requested a br i ef meet i ng 
today. 
~oug talKed to me today. He was concerned that Grant 
"r:=,c ,...,......,.. 
........... ~ "~'" 
~a:k ::0 Gra:-:~. 
... mee .. lng . that somebody should 
- stated that. had alreadY talked with hi~ 
cut :t :;.ight be ,~ good :dea If Doug t3.;I<.ed to Gran~. Doug 
ow'o.s a I so concerned ;:,ecause he though t I was ::he ] eade::- of 
tr:e pro,: ect . = expla:ned to him that there was no leader. 
~e thought the other nel,.;r :nembers :night !')e confused so he 
asked De to clear up the prob 1 em 3- t the next large group 
:neetlng. sald t!lat I would act as coordinator. 
give the agendas ::0 Grar:t. ca;; the meet:ngs anc general:y 
ha~ale any correspondo~ce Dnug w! 11 reo .. ort on the meetings 
" 1.. I ••• 1 ".. • -
~o G:-a.r~:. 
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1"1y Feel In9s ... 
I'm sure everybody understands that there is no !eade~ 
but I'll go through the process. 
I Wonaer ... 
I wonder 1£ the fee~ing of comfort and compati~illty 
~11! ever return. 
ANALYSIS OF J8URNAL ENTRY 
= had now rea! !zed that some member of the g~oup 
be responsibie for comrnunications so I 2cceptec this 
90sltion. T ... see the pos i ti on as ~ ust one of the many 
le2cersh~p roles that ex!st withln the project. I s:ncerely 
hope that other members of the gr oup wi 1 1 beg in to a.ccept 
:eadership roles. 
must tha'::: I vIas very ::ired of 
~!sunderstandings and conflicts that were occurring. 
a.~ the s~age whe~e .L just wanted to get busy with t.he 
p~oject and get some work accomp;!shec. 
~VEN~ - SMALL GROUP XEET:~G ~October :1, 1998) 
Do::na. ~ ... u!:e anc = had G. quic~ ITlee:lng \o.7here ... c.sl~.ed 
their inp~t the proposed format of the project before 
: prese~ted the format ~o ~he ;arge group. 
r tal~ed with ~on~a and Ju11e today about the 
o~ga~!zat!on of the project over the next few wee~s. ,. fe 1 : 
tna:: we should dlvide into S~3! I groups and try to keep away 
, ' ' . Bo~h teacr,ers ::.::;::-eeo \·71 th !~O~ weekly :arge group meet:ngs. - ~ 
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format. 
the 
Jul Ie thanked me for the work 
She said that even ;~ ... l. the 
I had done with 
project goes :-:0 
furt her she fee 1 s that is has 'ne' ped 'ne"-" d +- d' 
... • i I '- ~o un er-s"an ner 
col leagues ane she values that under-standing. 
'T" • 
... !I1S even i ng ~ I.-lrote up the enclosed proposed format 
for the deve!opment of the cooperative teaching skills that 
we discussed at the October 2 meeting. 
October : 2, 1990 - Bonn ie, the secretat.-y, typed up the 
Skills list today. T visited each teacher individually to 
de : i v e r the 1 i st. I discussed the list to make sure It was 
what we agreed upon. Donna offered to bring a snack to the 
next l7leeting. 
ANA~YSIS OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
Thi~gs were beginning to happen. The staff was talking 
about :he projec: ana people wer-e beginn~ng :0 have a 
the rea] ly think rriee~ing 
~!:h Rlcha~d was the cata:yst that steered the group :owarcs 
a working relationship. th:s point :na:: we hac 
oegun to recover ~roG our Confl:ct Phase and that the group 
was moving towards a positive, productive phase. 
~V~~! - STAFF MEET:NG (October 17, :990) 
, +-' 0" be"- ~taf~ ~eeting ent!tled Gea:"l: had an 1 tern or: ~!Ie C'.O • Q • 
"Pr:ncipa1/s Concerns." 
'T'h ·sed a+- the st,:tf-: :neeting . •. e gr-oup ,,;as surpr-: ~ 
vJas ar: item on the 
. . , ./ ,.....on ..... ernc::: 11 aoend.::. entitjec! "Prlnc;pal S v I V .,,_. 
.~ 
!Jegan by stating that he had been concer-ned 
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actions which occurred last month and he sti 1 I felt the same 
wa.y so he wanted to make a statement to the staff. !1e 
re-iterated r.is feelings regardl;lg the pote:it:aily "elitist" 
:1a t '-Ire of the group, the probl em wi th large numne:-s 
subst:tutes and his wish to be 'v}el ;-:nformed regard:ng the 
p['o~ect. These are the concerns that he had shared 
pr:vately with me earl ier. He conti:1ued by stating that he 
fe I: these pr'ob 1 ems wou 1 d need to be addressed for :he 
project to continue successfully. Since we moved on to the 
next agenda • +- "' 1 ~e... we had little chance to discuss these 
~ssues. 
Natural !y, I felt somewhat disappointed that our efforts 
hac not yet reso:ved these issues. After the earl ler 
;n: x-ups I had spoken to G::,,s.n t abou t the memo from Ce:J t:- a 1 
Office. teak him a copy of our p::'oject ,,'hich had 
p::'epared espec: a I 1 y for him and I a; so took. h 1m a copy of 
:he memo. exp: ai ned our concern over too many subs ,::.:-:c 
how we had arranged to have meetings be~ere or after schoo;. 
= :e}t the issue was sett:ed. Doug also spoke to Grant 
he wrote G::'ant a letter of apology. Doug also thought the 
matter was sett!ec. 
I"~~/ Fee 1 1 ngs ... 
After due conslde:-atlon I decided against speaki:Jg to 
T don't bel ieve a f~rther conversatlon wou!d se::,ve 
1 1 '- • n' e to keeo_ +-~e 3.r:y '-Isef'-ll pu:.--pose ane it wo:.; d 0:1. Y cor. ~ 1 .. .J ~" 
p -: ob : eI7~ a ~ i ve . 
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: \vonde~ ..• 
I wonder what the next surprise wi 11 be? Karen came to 
me in tears. She may withdraw from the group. 
ANA~YSIS OF JOURNAL SNTRY 
Looking back, I am sti 11 baffled by this event. :~ has 
beer. a difficu:t lesson in the power of miscomrnunicatlor.. 
A; though I understano Gran t.l s fee 1 i ngs, I dO:l / t understand 
why we had not been able to resolve them earlier. 
EVENT - LARGE GROUP MEET!NG (October 18, 1990) 
We had a scheduled meeti:lg which we continued with . 
.JOURNAL ENTRY 
The meeting was very successful. We divided into sma] I 
groups ana each selected an area to concentrate on. I wi 1 1 
wor< with classroo~ meetings and fit that project :nto the 
~:< : 1 1 s : l st. We agreed to meet !n iarge group for~ on the 
:ast Monoay of each month. Sma] 1 groups will meet at :east 
on~e a week for brief d!scussions. Since many of the group 
c ~ v i ded 1 r. t 0 gr-ade-re 1 a tea gcoups ana these teacher'S plan 
~ogetr.er, these groups wi:; r:leet r:10re once 
T :'-londer ... 
Ttle have a fairly extensive b!bliography deve;oplrg. 
When w~!: I find the time to read these Ooo~s? 
Tl '.'as . d';" the wa" the group recoveLed :ror.. 
w ~mpresse w: "n 1 
~ '- ;. ~.{. t . . i e" 'y "e n;' aOo" t the 1 r bu s : ness. 
"ne s"a~ ~ mee lng ane qu. "i w" v 
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The quest i on of my 1 eader-sh I p of the gr-oup seemed to tle 
r-eso 1 ved when T .l. took the Job at coo['dl~;atoL T 
meetings, write up minutes, wr-ite up the log book in the 
staffr-oorr; and sene out commun i ca. t l ons: ::he 
secr'e'::ar-ial duties that need to be dn.~.A in ~~l' r 
--- - .1 t_ulj h1~Ot..:p 
project. In th~s manner the orgar.izationaJ vlor-k gets done 
but other teachers feel free to express their ideas. 
EVENT - SMALL GROUP MEETING (October :9, :Q90) 
Jul Ie and I had a short mee:: Ing. Sh e i n d I cat edt hat 
she would be Joining the classroom meet!ng group. 
JOURNAL ENTRY 
spoke l,.,7ith Jl;lle today. She is concerned about 
She Vlants to Ylai ~ a 
month. see how the project helps ~e: and ::hen speak to Grant 
ana :et him know if she :h!nks the prc~ect has helped her. 
She fee:s that we shou!d prov!de feed~ac~ to G:ant regrading 
how the project if he:ping us ~n our' wor~. 
I appreciated concecn the group. She has 
a 1 \,lays beer: a ra.::her shy pe~sor: have beer; 
difficult for her to r::ake this sugges::ion. l':ayoe workl:lg 
"Jlth:n the group is g:vl!1g her con:=:cence? = thar:keo he:-
for her suggestion and the rr;atter with her. 
,..., , 1 1 
,:,ne 1,,, ~ •• 
have to decide what she w;shes to do next month. 
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EVENT - ANNOUNCEMENT OF DECEMBER 4 MEETING 
Central Office contacted Doug about the December 4 
mee~ing times with Richard . 
.JOURNAL ENTRY 
Doug gave the message to me to distribute to the grc~~. 
Karen indicated right away that she would not attend as the 
7:COa~ meeting was too early. Donna also expressed concern. 
cor;tacted Cen~ral Office about the avai Jabi 1 ity of a;. 
a 1 t ern a ~ e time. It is ~ust our turn to take the 7:00am 
mee::ing. 
My Fee 1 i n gs ... 
:n some ways T am glad that Central Office no longer 
contacts me directly. ~f I receive the messages from Doug 
the!; , hope that ad"TIinistration is a",lare of the mee~ing 
cates of any activities. 
" \olender ... 
~ wender what the November large group meeting wIll be 
, ~ Ke. Our c~,:;.ssrcem mee:i::g group has not had 
, , 
a sma): 
meet!ng altho~gh have chatted informa: ly with Ju:ie 
seve~a! times. Perhaps a group ct -:lve is teo many. 
A~A~YS!S OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
:he group has set::!ed into an organi:ational rout!ne in 
c =.. 1 1 1 n 9 ;:-le e t ~ ~~ 9 s anc c!str!buting !nfer~at!en. 
T 
see this as a positive step. 
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EVENT - RECORD OF PROGRESS (November 16. 1990) 
JOURNAL. ENTRY 
There was very I ittle action after the last ~eetlng. I 
cegan the binder for the staffroom by prepar~rg the enclosec 
information or. classroom meetings and by typing out one 0: 
teacher's ideas. 1'1 I check this format with the teachers at 
the next meeting. 
About t~o weeks ago Julie and I started discuss!ng our 
classroom meetings on an informal basis. We have had 
sever-al discussions and have now decided to meet forma;ly 
cnce c. week to rev i ew the c: assroom meet: :1gs that '.Je h.~c 
'·,·r" 1 
• ';1' 
" "!. 
.:: ee ; : ngs ... 
Sn::husiastic. ~he gr-oup t OOk. a~.·,h i 1 e to wo::-~-:. through 
severa! stressful changes but = now fee; comfortable with my 
partner an::i see great dea: of sco!)e 
c:assroom meetings. I think the group of f:ve was st;:; too 
!arge to worK w!th. especially since Karen had her own sty:e 
of c;assroom meet:ngs and Sarah dId not have a homeroom. 
T T;lo!""lder- •.. 
I wonder what the results of the November large group 
meeting w! 11 be. 
A~:ALYS~S CF JOURNAL E~T?Y 
A!though we had developed a ro~tine for organ!zat:on ~e 
';,·,Jere 
. h ve evo','\IPd from the statf : th! rtT<. some of the prob i em may . a -
Teachers were ~at~ral!y d!scouragea. 
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Christmas concert rehearsals we~e taking up time. Th i S ~·3.Y 
have been a slow time but it was also a heal ;ng time for ~k 
- -r;e 
group. 
SVE::T - LARGE GROUP MEETING <November 29, 1990) 
The large group meeting was held at Its scheduled time. 
JOURNAL ENTRY 
The binder format was acceptaDle to the group. Cheryl 
and Sarah shared a report-writ!ng coopera:!ve lear~ing Idea. 
discussed the possibi I i ty of having grade levels 
responsib:e fo~ presentations once or twice during the year. 
We also discussed the topics fo~ the December 2 meeting with 
Rlcl:a.rd. We considered tl:e areas of unit planning and the 
school environmental faIr as possible topics. 
~::: Fee: l ngs ... 
The !arge group meetings are quite dul 1 but they serve 
~he purpose of re:ay!ng the necessary Information. 
I I~londe L ••• 
wonder i f there is some way that we can spice up 
these ~eet~ngs? 
7he group is starting to funct:on again. We are ma~i~g 
pr-ogress OtJt . a -'e-~er focus. fee: th:::"l we ~eq01 re l:; 0 .•• 
?osslb:y schoe! environmen::al fai:.- previde t::ls 
.£.("",,-.., C" 
J. ""","_. "_. "_: .. 
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ANALYSIS OF DEPRESSED PHASE 
This was a difficult phase. I f the group had a 1 I 
attended the workshop I think we may have handled this phase 
di f ferent I y, bu t si nce the group was not as close as the 
original six people were, confl icts arose. The 
interpersonal communication problems among our group, 
between the project group and other staff members, and the 
principal all hampered our efforts but we survived and the 
project is still alive. At this time, I think the best 
thing we can do is continue on with our project and make 
sure that the lines of communication are clear. 
~~~ 
~ 
~ 
-.-.".'.·.·0· •.• ·.·.·.·.·.·.·,·.· •• · ..... ·.·.-• 
... - .... _--" 
...•............ -.... -... -......... '." ... -•.. -........ -•.. '.-................. -................ ~ 
...... -...... -....• -..... , ....... .... 
-•...... -.-....... -......... ".-. ~ 
~ 
~ .,-... -... , ...... . 
""" ·.·.·o·.-.-.".·.·.·.·r_·.·.-.".·.·o·.·o·." •. 
THE REGENERATION PHASE 
The group has now become established. We are focused 
on the area of cooperative learning and we have establishec 
some routines which wi 11 assist in the smooth running 0: the 
project. 
EVENT - DECEMBER 4 VISITATION BY RICHARD 
This was a 7:00am meeting. Julie was the only membe~ 
cf the group who was unable to attend. She had a very good 
reason; she was go:ng in for orthoscopic surgery that day. 
M!nutes of the meet!ng are enc!osed. 
JCURNAS ENTRY 
The meeting focused on the school environmental science 
and how the group cou 1 d deve 1 op coopera t i ve learning 
'.J:""r : ~ S :: 0 mee t +-h: " ..... s project. 
: felt very positive about this development. The group 
brainstormed a long : 1st of possib!e topics from wh!ch 
teachers could choose their units. 
I wonder horv-J the :.-est of the staf: \~i;: rea.c~ to O'.J::-
~orking in th!s area. ~t was a staff decision to move from 
+- ,...-i...... , c:r_:~.n"r~p f,=\l'r ~~ a~~ .. ' er.vl!.'""'orI!'TIe:r::al scier.:::e fair. 
___ .... r-a'""l~lona~ _______ --- -'- -
r.cpe " ~ ;:na, ot..:r choice of top:cs aoesn/t cal'se ar. ';' 
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AN.~:'YSIS OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
:- w? ~ co l"'" (" e ~- n' edt ',n a t 0" ,... +- on l' ~ 0': ... 0 L ' 1 
- -'"' • - • _.1 - V~ , _ .... • '" ope::-a~lve .ea::-:ling 
"las too broad. I was extremely pleased when we ~ocusec 'n 
Oil the envlronmeil,::al sc:ence fa.i::- a.s a. acea . '" ~!1 wnlcr: .. ,r, 
'v 
eeve]op coopeca~ive :earriing units. Also, the deve:opme:-:t 
of the unIts covers another area of our project. the 
eeve!opment of un!t planning s~i: Is. 
EVENT - STAFF MEE~ING (December 1Q , 1990) 
7he regular staff meeting was held December 19. One of 
the items for ciscussion was the environmental science falc. 
JCURr\~AL ENTRY 
The staff discussed the envi::-onmental science fai::-
1:0aay at the regu 1 ar s t 2. f f me e t 1 n 9 . T J. exp}ained to the 
s~a~f that the group would lIke to use the faIr as an area 
for deve!op;ng coope::-a:lve :earniilg unit plans. Gra:-;t askec 
:0::- vol~nteers ~o orga:llZe and run the environmental scie~ce 
fa~[. Sheila offeree to spearheae .. ' "ne organ: Z.3.t: on . 
ano ~ vO'untee::-eo to assist her. 
~. .. r.: d:~ nnt appear to have any problem wIth the .he s,a::. __ _ 
r'~r",p "lO,...L.-inO in +-he ~'-e::. o~ -::he science fal::-. ~&. ~ ....... _ Y ~!" ... I...... ... •• "",.. '-A.L. ....... ... 
.... ,-f .? t-' pr~sP.t"".,.,r:~ of ~he g:-o~~ is begi;-~~ing ~o 
.!. I.,.lOrl ...... er 1 t ... ne _ - '-'- - --
h h ' The re~~ of the staff see~ quite be acceptec Ii. ~ ,e 8C 00;. . "-, 
comfoctab!e with the pcoJec~. 
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ANALYSIS OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
When Grant asked for a vo:u:1teer to organize 
environmental science fair T W~l:tec.' "nt i ' .. ~~me . 
- •. ~ - v _ _,v ••. one e:se 
volunteered before offering my assistance. I fe: t 
c~d not want to be involved in anymOf'e leadersh:p t-o;es. 
that it was time for someone else to ta~e a turn. : t I,.,1as 
interesting that She:la, who is not a member of the project. 
volunteered. 
EVE:r~ - LARGE GROUP MEETING (Janllacy 14. :991) 
This was the scheduied large group meet:ng. 
attended by - ~ , OJ, grou!=' 
approxima:ely one hour. 
membe:-s. ~he ... mee .. lng 
It .... 'as 
lasted 
This mee:lng iocused on the school environ~e~tal ... . .. at r. 
to '",·or,c. <3.r.d have a~ 
rnee:: l~g~ It was :nterest!ng +- .-.. ~v note 
:eachers had a:ready decided on the~r 
vT.· ~ee 1 i ~gs ... 
ready fo~ the next 
.j-..-.. ....... i"....e 
...... v!:-' ......... ....J. 
= fe:t ve-:y positive3.bout the fact '::hat the '::eacher-s 
h.3.0 a j ready dec: cee L,;po:-: the: r top i CS. I felt tr.a: ., 
showed that the teaCrlers we-:e enthus:3stic abou:: ooth the 
fair and the cooperative learning gro~p . 
.,. I;,
'
onder ... 
I vJonder : f t~e group 
t ~.e 
We !:cve 
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development of many of ou~ projects and after the ad~'~i~~ 
i.., '-A 1 ..... ... VL ~ 
of OJr new members we never redeveloped the sense of 
belonging :0 a large group. 
ANALYSIS OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
The narrowing of our foc~s of topic :0 the 
seems to have regenera ted some the 
o~iginal enthusias~ of the group. The large group is sti1 1. 
in ~y opin~o~. somewhat dysfunctional. 
EVENT - LARGE GROUP MEETING (January 28, 1991) 
This 1 a:-ge group meet i ng ',..Jas cance lIed when '+-. ~ 
found ::ha t the agenda was unsu i tab: e. vie had planned to 
shctre our ideas for the environmenta: falr and use the 
February l meeti;;g ',-lith Dr. Butt as a ;=l:anning session :Jut 
!t was discovered that Donna and Betty had already completed 
thei~ planning. Fo~ this reason we decided to cancel 
~oe~y/s meet~~g and have our sharing sessIon on February 1. 
cancelled due ~o overwork the 
par~ of ~cnr;a ane Be~ty. 
rv:y ~eelings.~. 
= can't abide ho!aing an unnecessary meeting. T -:e: t 
tha~. :he aec~ c-' O;i t-r- ca;;ce the meet ; r-"..., rather ~h,~.n h.::. ve ....,. ....... i .... t.,::::, 
r,-.-. """\ -.. a~ld Setty s1 t thro\..;gh a;; unproduct :ve rnee: i rl 9 was ...J-....Jl • .I1'='. 
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ANALYS:S OF JO~RNAL ENTRY 
I sti; I feel that we made the right decision i:1 
cancel i 1ng the meet ing. The member~ of the p,..,,' ec" 
- - • - v.j ... are 
working very hard on the planning of their cooperat~ve 
!€'.3.rT.ing activities, they are just doing it i:1divicua:ly or 
~n small groups, which is probably much more time-efficient 
~hat large group deve1opment. 
EVENT - VISITATION BY RICHARD AND DAVID (Feb. 1, 1991) 
Richard and David attended the 7:00 am large group 
~eeting this morning. The group shared the i c ideas abou t 
the topics they had chosen foe the environmental fair. 
We had a very productive meeting this morning. A:l of 
::ec.chers have sl;ccessful :y ~ntegr3.ted their 
e-::vi~onme~:a1 fair top!cs y.lit:~in the Alberta cu~:.-ict..41um. 
':'re p:a;ir:i:lg of the activities is progressing quickly a;;c 
some teachers have already begun to te~ch units which 
have cesi g:1ec. Some teachers wi;: procuce u:-:: '.:s :or the 
fair and SO:TIe te.:iche:::-s wi; 1 on~y create acLvities. The 
choice of the ::cp:cs be is camp: e:: e: y 
~c: the teachers. 
We also discussed the future of the project and how we 
:ncLvldL:alg perceive '.:he groT,.Jth anc cevelopment of ::he 
group. 
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My Fee 1 i ngs ... 
There seems to be a split developing within the large 
g~oup in terms of the futur'e "".: the group. T pe~- SOilc\ l , v .. J. 
. 
fee: that next ~'ear I would , ike to concentrate wCrki:1g l on 
1,.11 ::h i n sma 1 1 groups on areas of common 1 n terest . Doug 
expressed the opln~on that the group should continue to work 
as a large group on cooperative learn~ng . 
... t,]oi1der ... 
Some of the staff expressed concern over the 7:00 a~ 
They felt that we should be allowed to have subs 
. . h . : n so '!:I at we don't have to meet so early i~ the morning. 
ANALYS!S OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
A 1 though the group is very en thus i ast i c about the 
er:v~conmen~al fait.--, :here ·3.['e Signs of diss.3.t!s"fact:on \.Jith 
.... "" +-; . ~ ~ 
.... e ~.ml .• g 0 ... the large group meetings . There is also the 
quest:on of the f~ture d:rection of the group. These issues 
·,..,'il: need to oe addressed by the group before the end of 
EVENT - LARGE GROUP MEETIN3 CFE3RUAPY 25. :991) 
:he large group meeting was cancel led . The group -:e: t 
. t "h h' SSi"'" :-hd-~ wac: 0. :anned was prerr:at::..;re. :::1a ~ .. e s, ar:ng se ........ _ ~ -
~r;e genera~ feel ::-:g vlas that the group w:shec ::0 
cooper-a::ve lea~:-~lng act~vl::es and co!:'"cect 
r ., .j...~ec:e ,~~:-~\l:t:es ~.,.J!th :r,e :r:,=.deq:....:ate .:::.~ea.s be1"oce Snarlng ~I. --- -_ .. 
;a.~ge g:-oup. 
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.]OCRNAL ENTRY 
:t is getting very difficult to assemble the large 
group. The staff :s very busy rla_h~ " ...... , p . f h 
... ,P .... vv reper ~ ng or ~ ~e 
e~v!;:onmenta! fair and this may accou~t fo;: the gene;:a: 
. ac .. ~ 
Or interest lr. holcing a meetl~g. 
;v;y Fee 1 i ngs ... 
I am not overly concerned about the group/s wishing cO 
c,s.flc:e 1 the mee t l ng. There seems to be a great dea: of 
enthusiasm over the environmental fair and I think that. at 
<::his time, people are simply focus~ng their ener'gles in 
an6ther direction. 
= vlonder- ... 
= "londer the gr'oup wi: I be ab! e to generate this 
sa~e enthusiasm after the Easter Vacation? Teacher'S w~ll be 
we: :-;:ested after- the vacation. but they will a:80 be facing 
;:eport cares and the fln~l few ~0~th8 of schoo!. As a:ways. 
it is very difficu;-:: to find tir:;e for all of the activities 
t~at a teacher- wlshec to pursue. 
fI,::.~LYS: S OF JOURNAL ENT?Y 
= suppose the time issue always comes down to a matter 
. . .. 
pf'!Orlt!es. ~here .3.r-e so ffi.=.ny cemands o:-~ o. c eac/'~er / s 
. h """'~-''- ~r !lh ..... ~ ~he:c t ~ITle that :he ::ea.c;)e::· .a.e; ::8 tle very L ... , tJO.. Oil \I'f ••. :J.~. 
p:-ioricies a.re :hen rr.a.k.e sure that they a consc i Ol.:S 
to pursue those p::-lor'ities. :-:opefu; :y stat: 
aeve!opment through teacher- co! !abo;:ation will oecome a 
priority withIn our staff. 
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SVE~: - LARGE GROUP MEETING (Apr:: 9, 1991) 
Dr. Butt and Dr. Tow:1send attended this meeting. - .. 
'·'as a '.!·ur'.,c~" m~et'ng w'.:th ~he h . vv IV ...,... .... ~ june J prt)1J 1 cec! by Schoo ~ 
Slstrict #76. 
JOURNA:' ENTRY 
Th i s meet 1 ng focused on the cooper-at i ve ; earn i ng 
proJ ects deve loped by the group for the env i ronme:-:t.:;, 1 
and the fl.; ture plans of the group. The group dec i ded to 
that this was a natural conclusion to the activities of the 
gcou.p t-' • .... n 1 s year. There was some debate as to how the 
gr-oup should proceed in the future. One teacher preferred 
the large group format and some teacher expressed the 
op:r::or: that the small group forma,t ;s preferable. My 
~eel ings ... 
: feel that thE' smal! group format is the best for-mat. 
a.rr~ f~nC:l~g ~r.at the la~ge gr-cup fcr-rrIat does not le~a 
itse~f to the needs of co; laboration. Col 1 a:Jo:-at ion 
::.-eq~ires that the co:labo:-a~ors be accessib!e. Cal] ir.g 
; d,cge gCOlJP meet i ngs each t iDe a '::eacher- has a concern 
s:cp:y not feaslc:e. 
-"I ' ':Ionder, .. 
! wonder- how the group wil 1 functio~ nex: year? 
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ANALYSIS OF JOURNAL ENTRY 
This journal entry marks the official end of the first 
year of the proj ect . The year ended on a very pos it i ve 
note. Most of the teachers appeared to be pleased with what 
they were ab 1 e to accomp 1 ish. The big quest ions for the 
future wi 11 not be wi 11 the group continue, but rather, in 
what format will the group continue? 
ANALYSIS OF THE REGENERATION PHASE 
I feel that the major confl icts are now behind the 
group. Our emphasis now will be on achieving the goals that 
we have set for ourse 1 ves. I fee 1 that the focus i ng in on 
the environmental science fair as the area in which we would 
develop our unit plans was an important step. We now have 
established routines and definite plans that will assist our 
group in the achievement of their goals. 
93. 
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CRIT!CAL ASSESSME~: 
PROJECT 
After revlew:nQ_ ::loth :-'."".e "':'v'r"rent l' t t- ' 
-.. \ .... - .... ~l era""u:-e on !ong 
te~m professional de'v'e:oP,men t ann' ..,.,,, 'o"r";:.' 
, 1.... '''1 " '-' • i~ • 
proJect, I have decided to fo~ue t-he 
--- ~ "'~ .. criticai assessment of 
the project by considering the answers to these f~ve 
questions: 
1. What were the substantive successes of the 
project? 
2. What f~nction did the a~tobiog~aphical worKshop 
play in the proJect? 
3. WhIch eve~ts helped or ~!~dered the project? 
4. Was the large group setti~g or the smal! gro~p 
set::lng mo~e effective in terms of collabor-ation 
a~c rev!:a: :~at:on? 
5. gow can the project be l~proved next year? 
W~at Were The Substant!ve Successes Cf The Proiect? 
Severa: outcomes of the proJec: ~ight be descr!~ed as 
sJbstant:ve successes. The foclis of our ~cng 
professiona: was l~cor'po['ate coo;:>erat:ve 
:earning into our c: assrOOIT,s?.no '~e cer t a i r.l y succeedea , ,... ... 
::h!s area as every the group imp:e:7:ented 
cocpe~a.~lve learning !n their classrooms. Cooperat!ve 
learning was Introcuced throu.gh various very successful 
Th~ee ~eachers expe~ice~tec w~th c~~ssrco~ 
~jeet : ngs a.s a strategy to teach the social necessary 
95. 
for cooperative learning. A, , .. of the teachers in ~he grou~ 
inc:uded cooperative learning as a component in their 
environmental fair activities. The environmenta; 
itself was a huge success. Students, parents and teac~e[s 
are anxious to continue with this science fa!r format next 
year. 
The outcome of t~e project which = consider to oe the 
~ost !mpor~ant success was the growth which occurree with!n 
:he group throughout the year. :'he group 1 earned to make 
its ow~ dec~sions and at the conclusion of the environmental 
::: air the group was deve I op i ng in t 0 a successfu 1. cohes i ve 
~ r· , .... 
......... .1 .... 
Sic ~~e Au~obiograohlcal 
PLoiect? 
The au tob 1 clgr aph 1 ca 1 workshop seemeCi to serve t\Jo 
p ..... :.-poses. :~ workee as a "giue" which helc the 
tTlembecs together. As we wo~~ed through 
wor~s~op, snar~ng stories and b~i:d~~g :rust. we ca~e to a 
~etter understanclng of our co: leagues. When we retur~ec to 
hectlc of the schoo: we took 
understanding and trust with us. We were more acce~~:ng and 
forg!vlng of the group members. The second t~nct:on of (he 
wcr<shcp was to es:ab!!sh teacher ownership of the project. 
3~' 5;,o3rir:9 ou:.- life stor:es and our teachlr:g pr:or:tles. 1..JE' 
, . ' " d ,..,..,s ; n ou"'" ··'o .... ~. '.' ."19 real it ies that : de=-::: : = ~ e cornrnon conce". d ~ l ~ W 1. 
w!shed to address. The proj ect 'we chose ther: fccl,;sec: Of, 
these concer:-;s. 
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One problem that arose was the new members of the group 
aia not have the opportunity to voice their stories a~c 
shape the direction of the group. The\_' did. no~ hav~ pr' , .. "" .lma::-y 
owne::-ship of the project as did. the members of ::he group who 
attenaed the autoblog::-aphical workshop. 
Which Events Helped Or Hindered. ~he Proiect? 
Events Whl~h He!op.a The Prole~t 
New members Joining the groups was a positive 
d.evelopment due to the fact that they assisted. in the growth 
of the group by contributing to discussions and projects. 
University support helped the project. Dr. Butt and 
Townsend. supplied. the initiative which bega~ the 
They also SU?P 1 : ed the expertise for the 
anc the rela.tior..s w:th:r: 
Due to their wo::-< the p::-oJect was seen 
as a pcs:tive e:,,:pe~ie!"":ce by ~.he schoo; cistr:c:t e.r:c the 
S c h 0 0 ~ a i s t r 1 (: t S~ P P 0 r:: he: p e d : :'"1 e ;; :- 0 j e ct. l"iedicine 
:-:a~ Schoc~ =:is:r:c!: +t?6 st...pp·,:ec f~fi,=:.!:c:a: .~ss:s~a:-:ce ::0 
assist with the ·,.lor:.:.sho;:: .s.nc . . , i a:: e [ me e:: 1 n 9S . 
bce·3.<f~sts v..'er--e St~PP: ied as :l.eeced. Substitute teachers 
were also aval iab:e to rel ieve the st::-ess on teachers. 
:'lec:cine Hat Schoo: Jis'.:r-;ct #76 a:so s:..;pp; les a gr-eat dea.: 
the :eache~s at a. ~ of the schools 
~nVD:vea with p~D~ects. Ga~eth, a schoo: d!st~!ct ass:sta~t 
svperin::e:-.de:1t, .stte:-Ided severa] :-:ieet::1gs. Ce~t:-a: 
s?Onso::-ed a wl~e and cheese party ana a bar-b-qve to 
97. 
celebrate the successes of the various projects. 
support supp!ied by the school dIstrict demonstrated to the 
teachers that Medicine Hat School District #76 is a distric: 
in~erested in the long te::-m pcofess!o.r:.::>: de'J"'- +-" 
_  ~. _.op:71en, o~ 
t~elc teachecs. 
Narrow i ng the focus of the g::-oup f rorr. cooper at: 'Ie 
:ea::-nlng to cooperative learning act!v!tles desIgned fo::- the 
enviconmenta! falc was a positive event. Teachers we::-e a81e 
:0 generate more enth~siasm and activItIes when they hac a 
naccow focus for their efforts. Cooperative !earning seemed 
:0 be such a general focus that it overwhelmed the teachers. 
Svents Which HIndered the Project 
The new members joining the g::-oup developec into a 
hindr-a:1ce. The new members did not have the opportunity to 
sh~re their sto::-ies or hear our stories. A sense of trl.;st 
a~j unae::-standlng was not developed with these new members. 
The absence of the aarr.inistrato~s during the ini~ia.l 
wor~s~op was also a hindrance. As neither aa~inistrator was 
:0 atte:-tc the vlOrr::shop. they the 
;ie:::essar-y information to understand the intent of the 
They ~ere forced :0 wor~ with a superficial 
:he project wece not successfu:. 
w 1 t h a. em ~ r: i s t ~ 2. :: 1 en a.rlC 
~lsunaecstanding which h!ndeced the project. 
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One group member's negative att!tude was a h:~~~an~e 
J. .~'-44. 11'-'- .• 
She had di~ficulty accepting new members into the group and 
she a:so gave the impression that she fou:;::: the group a 
scu~ce of irritation ~ather than a source c~ supp~rt. 
The large s!ze of the group was a h:ncra!1ce. 
memoers seemed to funct!on successfu! ly. but when the g~oup 
~eached n!ne members group interact:or;s became stra:nec. 
Was The Large Groue Sett!~q Or The Sma11 Group Sett!ng 
~oce Effective In Terms Of Col !aboratlon a~d Rev!taJ lZ~tlnn? 
The sma1; group setting was more effective in terms of 
co! :abor-ation and cevita] lzation. More work 
accompl ished in a sma1! group setting. When the large group 
br:>~e into smaller groups there were severa: groups that 
:Jecame "le-r::y act: ve. pac ~ leu: a~ 1 y the Grade Th:-ee tea.che~s. 
project !s diff~c~:~ to ceterm~ne. The !arge group meetings 
see~ea to s:it:e some of :he qu!eter teachers a~d there was 
:lt~~e :-ev~tc.l~z.3.-:::on. ,r"' -:.=:.ct, the opposite oCC0~reC,. Vv.,:th 
teachers reporting !eav:~g the :arge group meet:ngs feeling 
upset and disturbed by the mee:!ngs. Perhaps there are too 
man~ powerful personal !ties on our staff to allow effective 
co:labcration within a :arge group sett:ng. I, r;:yse;f, was 
2ucn more comforta~:e in the sma:! group setting. 
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How Can The Project Be Ir.:proved Next Yea~? 
T 
.I. fee; strongly that is l:nportant to keep 
recommendations to impr-ove the project -:ew :n n'.Jrr:ber ariC 
.. ' . 
... ~lS reason T ... ar., mak : ng 0~1" 
.. j 1 
t~eco:T!menda t Ions: 
1. all teachers should participate in t~e 
autobiographica: workshop, Including an 
ad!:i n i st::-ato~, 
2. clea.r cOITllTI'.Jnica.tion shOl. .. ld be maintal:1ed with 
admi:1istratlon and withIn the group. 
3. a group leader should be appointed for 
a yearls te::-~ at the beginni:1g of each year, 
~. ~n!vers!ty an~ schoo: ~!str:ct support 
shot....ld con::riue. 
.-0. the :arge group's ro:e shC'0id be . .. . r:1l!i lIT: 1 zec 
and teachers sho~:d col !aborate !n sma:: groups 
o~ two or th~ee on pro~ects wh!ch interest ther.:. 
My ~ecomrr,enda t ion. ~ha.t teachers :n :r.e 
project shoulc particip.~,te in t~e .::.utob:ographic.::,l worKshop 
is not a partic~!arly real istic as some teachers have 
T :ee: 
snarIng: !:e stcr!es are cr~c:a, to the success of a p~oJect 
~.ny :8 consiaer:ng 
in!t:at!on of a !ong te~c professional project to !~c!ude ~~ 
autcbiog~aphical co~~o~e~~ ~. ". so. 
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theme, such as cooperatlve learning, might be implemented to 
loosely connect the groups. I do not believe that 
collaboration is possible in a large group format, and 
collaboration is a necessary component if the needed 
revitalization is going to occur. This recommendation will 
be a point of contention as some members of the group have 
expressed the opinion that all members of the staff should 
become part of the group and the function of the group would 
be to help develop the concept of "the school family.1I 
My view of the project is that membership should be 
voluntary, teacher ownership over the project is necessary, 
and small groups are most functional for collaboration and 
revitalization. It wi II be interesting to see how the 
project develops over the next year. 
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EPILOGUE 
The issue upon which this project has focused is the 
use of long term professional development projects and 
teacher collaboration to revital ize the teaching workforce. 
The need for this revital ization is critical. As Robert 
Evans states, "the teaching force. almost en masse has 
become a veteran, middle-aged, immobil e group ... the i r 
average age is approaching fifty ... fifty percent have taught 
~r; only one or two schools." (Evans, 1989) Feistri~zer 
states, "Disenchantment is rampant among them: i t is 
rare to meet teachers who 
enthusiasm ... the need for staff revitalization is 
i nescapab Ie. II (Evans, 1989) 
The teacher's ro lei n the classroom has changed 
significantly since most practicing teachers received their 
initial training. 
, ~ 1 ~ is unobtrus i ve. 
The teacher's role is still crucial, but 
The teacher provides materials and 
structured learning situations. When the work is underway, 
she : istens to the chi ldren's problems and plans and 
collaborates with them in solving problems, in developing 
prccucts and in finding di~ferent audiences to receive their 
knowledge and enthusiasm. The teacher must provide a secure 
au:: "flexible scaffold" upon which children can construct 
a:ld reconst ruct concepts and sk ill s. Only 
'ona +-e"'m ,.... fec-s'on- 1 neve10pment pro.iects will a:low 
• d~ ... '-. P,-C ...; 1 • d. _. '- -
teachers the time they require to add the skills necessary 
to :mplement this new role into their teaching repertoire. 
104. 
Col labor-at ion is the key to teacher- r-evital ization and 
professional development. Teachers have repor-ted that 
collaboration with a colleague is a desired and successful 
method of pr-ofessionaJ development. Co!laboration 
encompasses two impor-tant concepts: teacher ownership of the 
project and a sustained support system. Teachers are more 
;ikely to succeed in using a new curriculum if they plan 
their own gradual changes. (Butt, 1981) A long term 
professional development project developed by participating 
teachers guarantees owner-ship of the project. The fact that 
the pr-oject is long term al lows teacher-s to gr-adually change 
their teaching strategies and procedures. Collaboration 
a 1 so supp lies teachers with the support systems that they 
require as they adjust to these changes. 
The lives of many teachers wi 1 I be affected by the 
preser:ce or absence of long ter-m profess i ona.1 deve I opmen t 
piojects. The changing role of the teacher demands 
13.rge-sca 1 e aaj ustmen t to the t r-ad it i ana 1 mode of teach i ng 
3.:-:::: these changes wi I: be faci 1 itated through professional 
aeve: opmen tact i v i ties. Teachers must i ncreas i ngl y become 
agents of their own development. (Hopfengardner, Leahy. 
1988) 
105. 
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